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1966

CULTURE & COMICS
One, Two, Three, Four...
What a year!

T

he Beatles released their best
album yet with Revolver:
Taxman, Eleanor Rigby,
Yellow Submarine, and George
Harrison’s wonderful but often
overlooked Love You To with its unique at the time - Indian musical influence and
the sound of the tabla played by Anil
Bhagwat. The wonderful cover by Klaus
Voormann is a classic. Then John
Lennon’s insistence that “We’re more
popular than Jesus” did not go down very
well with everyone. He was also getting
tired of concert tours where everyone
was screaming and no one was listening;
the band’s last ever live gig (if you
exclude the one on the roof of Abbey
Road) was in San Francisco on the 29th
August.
Bob Dylan had influenced John
Lennon’s writing of Norwegian Wood on
the Rubber Soul album in 1965 and then
Dylan responded to this with 4th Time
Around on his new album - his best yet Blonde on Blonde. This was a double
album, rare at the time. Its 4 sides
contained: Visions of Johanna, I Want
You, Brand New Leopard Skin Pill Box
Hat, Just Like a Woman, and Sad Eyed
Lady of the Lowlands. What a burst of
creativity! And then as the album
climbed up the charts, Dylan had a
motorcycle accident on 29th July.

Two other albums of note were The
Beach Boys’ Pet Sounds and the
eponymously titled debut album of The
Doors.
Then there was television.
The wonderful Lucille Ball, whose
sitcom I Love Lucy seemed to be on
somewhere in the world every few
seconds, had made her and her husband,
Desi Arnaz, so much money that they
bought the famous RKO studio. Desi and
Lucy’s production company was DesiLu

1966 saw the first
appearances in
Marvel Comics of
material that would,
many years later
appear in the
Marvel Cinematic
Universe...

Productions (see what she did there) and
they made shows like Mission:
Impossible, The Untouchables (which
got them in trouble with J. Edgar
Hoover), and a little “western in space”
called Star Trek whose first episode, The
Man Trap, debuted in 1966. Lucy could
always pick a winner.
From another producer we got The
Monkees which was designed to
capitalise on the success of The Beatles.
Far from being a mere fly-by-night
operation, this band went on to become
one of the best-selling groups of all time.
Due to the band actually wanting control
over their music and careers, there was a
falling out with the producer Don
Kirshner. He wanted control and soon
came up with a way he could achieve
that. From the pages of Life with Archie,
he created a cartoon group which had an
immediate success with Sugar, Sugar. If
any of the musicians did not like
Kirshner’s ideas they could easily be
replaced with other session musicians.
Problem solved!
Three other comic book originated
cartoons appeared on TV in 1966: The
Adventures of Superboy, The New
Adventures of Superman, and Marvel
Super Heroes. And beginning in March
there were 129 performances on
Broadway of It’s A Bird, It’s A Plane, It’s
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Superman. From now on, no medium
was safe from comic book characters.
Another important event occurred in
the history of the animated cartoon. On
December 15th, Walt Disney died.
In the UK, as elsewhere, the general
rule in periodical publishing is that, if
your magazine is a success, clone it
before the competition does. And so it
was with Smash!, Odhams Press’ 2nd
version of the “Super-Beano” that was
Wham! If you can keep the same
creators, so much the better.
Smash! had Leo Baxendale providing
The Man from B.U.N.G.L.E. on the front
cover, then inside two pages of Bad
Penny, finishing off with Grimly Feendish
on the back cover. Baxendale devised
other strips, but even he couldn’t draw
them all every week. All of these comic
papers at this period were anthologies
with a mixture of funny strips and
adventure strips. For the latter Smash!
had The Ghost Patrol and Brian’s Brain
(this strip always confused me – was it
meant to be funny?).
Sadly, The Man from B.U.N.G.L.E. did
not seem to be bringing in the readers.
The funnies were getting squeezed a bit.
By No. 15 we have The Rubber Man –
not at all like Plastic Man or Mr Fantastic.
Then, below an apology for the missing
The Man from B.U.N.G.L.E. (“His
mission this week is so top secret we dare
not reveal it.”) is a half-page advert for
The Hulk!! Smash! became an adventure
comic with some light relief. Especially
when they back up The Hulk with – Holy
Mixed Universes! – Batman!!
The move to more adventure strips was
probably caused by two factors. Readers
seemed to want more of this type of
story, but there was also an economic
factor. For No. 4 Baxendale’s wages were
£114 out of an overall budget of £609:
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19% of the total production budget.
Whereas, 9 pages of The Hulk from
Transworld Feature Syndicate was
costing Odhams only £102/10/-, or just
over £11 per page. Such is life.

of Otto e Mezzo (8 ½) – but what exactly
happened is not clear, for there are
different versions. Stan would never let
the truth get in the way of a good story,
of course.

After the success of TV21 and its
conversion to comic strips of Gerry
Anderson’s puppet creations, City
Magazines gave Lady Penelope her own
comic to appeal to its female audience.
Again, the artwork and production
values were high. TV characters also
featured in Pippin from Polystyle
Publications: The Woodentops and Andy
Pandy were, like Anderson’s productions,
puppet shows whereas Trumpton and
The Herbs were delightful stop-motion
works. The translation to 2D did not
appeal to the desired audience and
Pippin did not survive the year. But the
translation of Gerry Anderson’s TV
shows to the big screen did work:
Thunderbirds Are Go was a triumph and
also a lead-in to the origin story of
Captain Scarlet and the Mysterons the
following year, implying a shared
universe, as TV21 had previously implied
with Steve Zodiac meeting Lady
Penelope.

Another Italian director who was
having a run of success was Sergio Leone
whose The Good, the Bad , and the Ugly
was becoming a must-see movie. Leone’s
Assistant Director was Fabrizio Gianni
who revealed in his only English
language interview conducted by yours
truly that Clint Eastwood did not smoke.
The cigar was Fabrizio’s because he
thought it would add to the visual impact
of the Man with No Name.

Back in New York, the Herald Tribune
published a controversial article about
Marvel. Fawning over Stan, the writer
sidelined, indeed rather insulted Jack: “If
you stood next to him [ Jack] on the
subway you would peg him for the
assistant foreman in a girdle factory”. Roz
Kirby was infuriated. “ Both men later
recalled that the collaboration was never
the same after that day,” Abraham
Riesman reminds us in True Believer.
The newspaper article also mentioned
the visit to the Marvel offices of the
famous Italian director, Federico Fellini,
a few months before. It did indeed take
place – Fellini was a cartoonist and, like
almost all Italians, a lover of comics, and
he was in NY for the American premiere

The Black Panther in FF# 52 and Claw in
the following issue;

1966 saw the first appearances in
Marvel Comics of material that would,
many years later appear in the Marvel
Cinematic Universe:
The so-called “Galactus Trilogy”
(actually lasting from pg 7 of FF#48 to pg
13 of FF#50) featuring the Silver Surfer;
The origin of Nick Fury’s eyepatch in Sgt.
Fury # 27 by Lee and Dick Ayres;
The introduction of Sharon Carter as
Agent 13 in Tales of Suspense # 75;

The Collector in Avengers # 28;
And Ego, the living planet, in Thor #132.
Jack Kirby was not the only Marvel
artist/writer who was having difficulty
with their relationship with Stan Lee:
Steve Ditko left Spider-Man! One version
says that Ditko wanted a nobody to be
revealed as the Green Goblin, but Stan
felt that this would disappoint readers
who were so invested in the character.
Stan obviously won that argument. But
who to replace Ditko?
Stan got John Romita, an artist known
for romance comics, to practice drawing

Spidey in Daredevil # 16. When Romita
did indeed become Spidey’s regular
artist, it was kind of inevitable that Stan
would emphasise the soap opera and
romantic side of this superhero tale and
so Romita became the artist who
revealed how feisty and beautiful was
Mary Jane Watson. Sales went up.
Meanwhile, characters from Marvel’s
origins began appearing. Stan’s brother,
Larry Lieber, gave us a western team-up
as Rawhide Kid met Kid Colt. Ka-Zar had
first appeared back in 1936 in his own
pulp magazine. It is thought his stories
were written by publisher Martin
Goodman himself under the pseudonym
Bob Byrd. His first appearance in comics
was in Marvel Comics # 1 (October
1939). Rather a long history. Daredevil #
13 brought him to the attention of a
whole new readership. And Fantasy
Masterpieces introduced to an audience
who thought the Marvel heroes were
products of the Sixties reprints from
Marvel’s Golden Age from more than
two decades before.
The importance of Bill Gaines’ EC
comics to Stan Lee cannot be
overestimated. That’s where Stan learned
to introduce his readers to the artists and
writers, to directly address the audience
on Bulletin pages, to have stories which
had some depth, and to not take the
whole thing too seriously. Beginning
with The Mad Reader in 1954, stories
from Mad and eventually other EC
Comics began to appear in paperback
format. In 1966, Lancer Books began
producing Marvel reprints in paperback
format to get Marvel’s stories into actual
bookshops as opposed to newsstands.
DC were not ignoring the growing
influence of Marvel.
Steve Ditko it was who designed
Marvel’s distinctive logo with small
images of each book’s characters in the

top left corner. It was easy, therefore, for
a customer to distinguish a Marvel
Comic from one by Brand X. DC’s
answer? Those horrible black and white
“Go-Go Checks” along the top of the
cover which ruined all their covers. They
had been designed by DC’s Editorial
Director, Irwin Donenfeld. Carmine
Infantino, it is fair to say, did not like
them – AT ALL: “It was the stuidest idea
we ever had because the books were bad
in those days and that just showed people
right off what not to buy.” Actually, they
did not hurt sales, but they were
removed after about 18 months and have
never returned.

terrible.

Were the books as bad as Infantino
thought? DC were certainly trying to
capture the attention of an audience.
Especially, in the wake of Beatlemania, a
teen audience. The Teen Titans,
composed of Robin, Aqualad, Wonder
Girl, and Kid Flash had been given
tryouts in Brave and the Bold and
Showcase, but in 1966 were finally
awarded their own successful series.

Oh, yes, and there was a Batman TV
series and a movie. But you already knew
that. It was some year.

Showcase was a great idea. Something
different every issue or so. # 60 saw the
return of The Spectre, though a slightly
watered-down version to comply with
the Comics Code. Gardner Fox was a
good writer and Murphy Anderson a
terrific artist. The character had
originally appeared in More Fun Comics
# 52 (February 1940) . It was another
idea from the mind of Jerry Siegel who
was not merely a creator of Superman.
And Jim Shooter, at the age of only 14
started his writing career with Adventure
Comics # 346. Whatever became of him?

AUTHOR:
JOHN MCSHANE

Swing with Scooter had a Paul
McCartney lookalike who leaves his
English rock band for a new life in the
USA. It was a light-hearted comic, as was
the far more inventive Inferior Five who
debuted in Showcase # 62. E. Nelson
Bridwell wrote and EC’s Joe Orlando
drew the hilarious adventures of
Merryman, Dumb Bunny (Harley Quinn
anyone?), the Blimp, the appositely
named Awkwardman, and White
Feather. They occasionally have cropped
up over the years.
Lots of companies were trying out
superheroes to attempt to ride on
Marvel’s coattails. DC went one better
with Dial H for HERO beginning in
House of Mystery # 156. Think up a
power, give Robby Reed some vague
reason to use the H-Dial, and he could be
any hero imaginable. They were all
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08

The Adventures of Jodelle

Amazing Spider-Man #42 –
‘The Birth Of A Superhero’

Fantastic Four #49 –
If This Be Doomsday

Scripted by Pierre Bartier,
Art by Guy Peellaert
Le Terrain Vague (France)

Written by Stan Lee, Art by John
Romita, Letters by Sam Rosen.
Marvel Comics (USA)

Written by Stan Lee, Pencils by Jack
Kirby, Inks by Joe Sinnott, letters by
Artie Simek. Marvel Comics (USA)

Guy Peellaert's comics career was
only short but made a huge impact. He
later went on to illustration, including
creating album art for both David
Bowie (Diamond Dogs) and The
Rolling Stones (It's Only Rock n Roll),
but for a few years in the sixties,
beginning here with The Adventures
of Jodelle, he brought pop-art and
psychedelia to the comics page.
In Jodelle, Peellaert tells a tonguein-cheek spy tale starring his heroine
and set in some future fantasy world,
yet mixed with strangely Romanesque elements. But it's not so much
the story that amazed here, it was
always about the artwork, lush, full of
pop-art colours and stylings, cinematic
in scope, with influences drawn from
all over, and most importantly
bringing high and low art together and
creating an experience far removed
from what comics had been. Jodelle
really was an early elevation of the
comics medium.

There’s plenty going on in this
issue of Spider-Man – with J. Jonah
Jameson’s scoop on Spidey robbing a
bank and his space-spore infected
astronaut son sent to beat the truth
out of the web-slinger, whilst, in the
meantime, Foggy Nelson’s busy
taking on the case of the Rhino.
But none of that really matters,
because that's not what makes this
one of the comics to own from 1966.
No, this is all about the introduction
to Spidey's world of a certain MaryJane Watson. Peter's not to know it
yet, tied up as he is with clearing his
name and mooning over Gwen Stacy,
but MJ's going to be the girl to
dominate his life. It's all about the
final couple of panels and the
introduction of the girl who's going
to rock his world, beginning with
those famous words... 'Face it,
Tiger... you just hit the jackpot!'

Having introduced both Galactus
and the Silver Surfer in 1965’s issue
48, The Coming of Galactus, If This
Be Doomsday just takes the action
and the thrills to a different level. It's
got Stan and Jack's huge ideas all over
it, with the Earth in peril, the heroes
valiantly fighting yet seemingly
powerless to stop planet-eating
Galactus, and then the emotionless
Silver Surfer convinced by Alicia
Masters that the Earth is worth
saving. It’s a thriller in the middle of
an epic.
And for the money-minded
amongst you, this is also the issue of
the Galactus Trilogy that’s worth the
most, with a top-notch condition
copy setting you back somewhere in
the region of £47,000 (#48 would be
about $37,200 and #50 $44,000).
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07
Fantastic Four #52
The Black Panther!
Written by Stan Lee & Jack Kirby, Pencils by Jack Kirby, Inks by Joe Sinnott,
Colours by Stan Goldberg, letters by
Sam Rosen. Marvel Comics (USA)
Yes, another issue of the FF, another
truly iconic moment and the
introduction of a classic character T'Challa, The Black Panther! Hugely
important as Marvel’s first black
superhero and introduced in a time of
the civil rights movement, Black Panther
was a radical departure from the
stereotypical portrayals of old and
became a highly significant character for
many who just hadn’t seen themselves in
comics before.
And if you’re looking to pick up a
near-perfect grade copy of the first
appearance of the Black Panther, it’s
going to be break into the piggy bank
time – a 9.8 grade copy sold for $90,000.

06

05

Lone Sloane Le Mystere Des
Abimes - First appearance of
Lone Sloane

Mach GoGoGo / Speed Racer

By Philippe Druillet
Le Terrain Vague (France)

By Tatsuo Yoshida
Shueisha (Japan)

Later to become one of the
founding members of Metal Hurlant
and author of dark, visionary fantasy
and sci-fi comics such as La Nuit,
Yragaël, Nosferatu, and his epic
Salammbo trilogy, Druillet's stunning
visuals and radical ideas were all
there, seemingly fully-formed, with
the release of this essential first story
featuring his Lone Sloane character.
It's a classic space opera, the
beginning of a saga of a space-faring
rebel and adventurer who not only
gets to fight an evil galactic Empire
(hmmm, sounds familiar, eh?) but
also gets to deal with ancient dark
forces and elder Gods – perfect
material for Druillet’s almost baroque
stylings, full of visual invention and
brilliance.

Go, Go, Speed Racer! This was the
comic that spawned the hugely
popular anime, the merchandise, and
the phenomenon of Speed Racer both in Japan and the USA.
Yoshida took liberally from his
earlier racing Manga, Pilot Ace,
together with Elvis Presley's look in
Viva Las Vegas and the Bond
gadgetry of Goldfinger's Aston
Martin to bring Mach GoGoGo to
the pages of 1966's Shonen Book
before getting its own volumes in
1967. And his tales of young Go
Mifune, the charismatic young racing
driver caught people’s attention,
quickly adapted into anime, taking
first Japan and then the USA by
storm as one of the first Anime
shown over there. In fact, for so
many in the US, this was the thing
that opened their eyes to the
incredible world of Anime and
Manga.
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Marc Lebut et son Voisin
Written by Maurice Tillieux (1966-1978) and Francis Bertrand
(1978-1986), art by Francis Bertrand.
Originally published in Spirou
Dupuis (Belgium)
Marc Lebut et son Voisin ran for over two decades,
giving us the comedic adventures of two argumentative
neighours and one old Ford T car. Tillieux and
particularly Bertrand, better known just as Francis, gave
the comics world 15 albums worth of great verbal gags
and plenty of slapstick comedy from a gloriously simple
concept established right from the off in the 1966 debut,
'Allegro Ford T'. Pushy Marc Lebut demands his affable
neighbour's help, first to get hold of the old T-Ford and
then on a series of disastrous trips, something Lebut's far
too generous, although oft-complaining neighbour just
can't seem to say no to.

03
Peanuts – 22 August 1966 –
First Peppermint Patty

By Charles Schulz
(USA)
Not so much one to own – maybe one to clip, or just
one of many classic firsts in Peanuts, the addition of
Patricia ‘Peppermint Patty’ Reichardt brought another
element to the world of Charlie Brown and Peanuts. It
gave us the strip’s Tom-boy, the girl with the freckles, the
'mousy-blah' hair, the sandals, who’d always call Charlie
Brown 'Chuck' and Snoopy 'a funny looking kid with a
big nose.'

You kind of like me,
don't you, Chuck?
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SMASH!

witzend

Anthology - created by Alf Wallace and Albert Cosser
Odhams Press (1966-1969),
IPC Magazines (1969-1971) (UK)

Anthology edited and published by Wally Wood

The debut issue of a classic British humour
and adventure comic, jam-packed with big
names and future stars and with a guiding hand
from Leo Baxendale, who contributed Grimly
Feendish, The Man From B.U.N.G.L.E., and Bad
Penny. SMASH! was also blessed with a gem of a
strip from Ken Reid, Queen of the Seas, his
hilarious Laurel & Hardy influenced tale of
bungling on the waves.
One of the best Brit humour comics of all
time? Very possibly.

By 1966, Wallace 'Wally' Wood was something of a comics
superstar, responsible for writing and drawing so many classic
comics, whether it was on EC Comics, Sally Forth, Creepy, MAD
Magazine, The Spirit, or many more.
But with witzend (always in lower case) Wally Wood found
himself becoming a publisher of a trail-blazing magazine, designed
to go outside what he saw as a tired mainstream of comics. In many
ways a forerunner of the likes of Metal Hurlant, Heavy Metal, Epic
Illustrated and the like, witzend was a showcase for artists and
friends to do what they wanted - and they joined in with gusto. It
gave artists including Al Williamson, Frank Frazetta, Reed
Crandall, Steve Ditko, Gil Kane, Jack Kirby, Gray Morrow, Harvey
Kurtzman, Bill Elder, and Will Eisner a new way to express
themselves.

Wally Wood found himself becoming a
publisher of a trail-blazing magazine
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n Arrow Issue 11

n Hamlet – The Happy Hamster
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COMIC
MUSEUM
Comic artefacts, memorabilia and fandom

I

t seems slightly invidious to try and
pick a favourite comic from any given
year – how would you choose? Best
cover? Best contents? Great artists? Great
stories? You might have a hope with an
American title – with only a dozen issues
to pick from – but 52 issues of a British
comic – forget it! Instead I’m going to
pick out my favourite comic ‘oddity’ of
1966...issue 11 of Ivory Castle Arrow.
What do you mean you’ve never heard of
it?!??!
Ok here’s my brief guide of one of the best
advertising comics produced.
The complete catalogue of British comics
(Denis Gifford, 1985) has this lasting for
11 issues and it definitely lasted up to
issue 11 as I have a copy of that one (and
interestingly the format changed with
issue 10 which is perhaps an indication
that some sort of creative ‘last throw of
the dice’ was needed as far as Ivory Castle
Arrow was concerned). Ivory Castle
Arrow was produced by Odhams Press
(who were the publishers of, among other
things, Eagle) to support the Gibbs
toothpaste brand. Unfortunately I don’t
have a full set of these but I do have 9 (of
11) issues. The artists employed on the
title are an impressive bunch.
John Ryan (creator of Captain Pugwash,
illustrator of Harris Tweed in Eagle,
Lettice Leefe in Girl and much more
besides) is the front cover illustrator for at
least 7 (and presumably all) of issues 1-9,
John M Burns (another Eagle, and plenty

more besides, artist) would illustrate the
final two covers. Inside there’s a selection
of artists used but those used included
legendary humour artist Reg Parlett, Basil
Reynolds, Philip Mendoza, Gordon Hogg
and Don ‘Dan Dare’ Harley. Harley
contributes at least 2 episodes (in issues 7
& 9) of the Steve and Susan strip – the
strip was the main ‘adventure’ strip in the
comic and usually occupied the colour
centre pages. Dating the comics precisely
is impossible, but based on competition
closing dates, we can say that issue 7 came
out in late autumn 1964 and issue 9 came
out in mid-summer 1965. At this point
Harley was no longer working on Dan
Dare (Keith Watson was the artist at the
time) but I’m guessing he was busy
working on something else at the same
time he drew Steve and Susan as the
(titular) children have clearly been draw
by someone else! He left room for them in
the panel and they’ve just been draw in by
someone with a much ‘scratchier’ style
then Harley’s beautifully polished
artwork.
Anyway, back to issue 11 (publication
date is early 1966) and the (presumably)
final issue of Ivory Castle Arrow. I’ve
picked it in recognition of its longevity
(many advertising comics are produced as
a one-off marketing tool and then
forgotten about) and just what a high
quality comic it was – there were only 8
pages an issue but the production values
were as high as you’d find on Eagle or
Thunderbirds. I’ve also picked issue 11

for its fantastically dynamic cover by John
M Burns – featuring “Basher” McGinty
on the run from prison. Given that he’s
still working today it seems incredible to
consider that Burns had already been
working in comics for a decade by this
point! The artwork is unsigned but the
style, and distinctive use of bold colours
(a skill in which he is equalled perhaps
only by Ian Kennedy), is very clearly that
of Burns.
The best of the inside pages feature a
humour strips by Gordon Hogg (perhaps
better known for his work on Wham!
where he drew The Wacks) and Philip
Mendoza with one of his signature
anthropomorphic strips – in this case it’s
Hamlet – the happy hamster. In this
episode Hamlet escapes from a burning
plane by grabbing onto the pilot’s harness
strap (the pilot, Mr Badger, having
forgotten that he’s the only individual
with a parachute) and happily floating to
the ground having narrowly avoided
death. All beautifully drawn, as you’d
expect, by Mendoza.
I am @richardandsheaf and I blog daily
about the history of British comics at
www.boysadventurecomics.blogspot.com
– by the time you read this the 2,000th
blog posting will have been published.
AUTHOR:
RICHARD SHEAF
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GALAXUS

THE THING FROM OUTER SPACE
Thrills… Excitement… Suspense! This great picture-story has everything!

L

aunched 18th May, 1960, BUSTER
had now entered its seventh year of
publication. Priced at 7d in predecimal money, the 36-page comic offered a
mix of humour and adventure strips, with the
latter accounting for a larger page-count.
The firework issue for 5th November, 1966
carried a small advert of a ‘new spine-chilling
picture story’ to look forward to. GALAXUS
arrived the following week, in the issue
cover-dated 12th November, and landed in
the prime slot of pages 2-4, ousting the shortlived Champion the Wonder Horse, and
joining strips like Toys of Doom, The
Astounding Adventures of Charlie Peace,
The Pirates, Thunderbolt the Avenger and a
host of others.
An alien craft lands in the English
countryside. A metallic voice of the
controller comes from inside, issuing
instructions to a mysterious thing whom he
calls ‘toil-creature’. Apparently, the creature
is the controller’s survey tool.
Moments later, Jim Jones and his younger
brother Danny, who are on their way through
the woods, are stopped in their tracks by the
sight of a sixty-foot hairy monster. Their first
reaction is to hurl a stone at the brute and
take to their heels, but before long they
realise that the creature is not trying to hurt
them. The next surprise comes when the
boys find out that the space-thing has strange
communication powers and can transfer his
thoughts directly to their minds! The
telepathic communication worked both
ways: it turns out that when Jim hit the beast
with the stone, a warning was flashed to his
master who immediately took off, leaving the
creature behind. The poor thing, who is
fearsome only in appearance, is now
marooned on an unfamiliar planet,
frightened at what may happen to him
because his spaceship may never return. Jim
and Danny name him Galaxus – after the
planet where he came from.

By the end of the first episode it was
revealed that Galaxus had the uncanny ability
to alter his size and turn from a towering
giant into a figure of only a couple of inches
in height. Normally Galaxus had control over
this superpower and could change his size at
will, but whenever his thimble-size version
was startled or faced sudden danger, he
instinctively changed to giant size. This
inconvenience caused Galaxus and his pals
plenty of trouble over the coming years.
Furthermore, external factors such as
concussion, a bolt of lightning, lack of food
etc. often rendered him incapable of
changing his size for prolonged periods of
time, which was another major source of
danger. He also possessed the supernatural
ability to change his body temperature from
fierce heat to well-below freezing point – a
superpower that would prove handy in the
many deadly situations that would lay ahead:
Galaxus could always be trusted to turn a
turbulent river or a rough sea into ice, freeze
out raging flames or melt his way out of metal
containers and chains.

alerted, armed posses were formed,
searchlights were swung around and
shotguns were fired. News of a monster at
large spread fast, with a nationwide hunt
under way! The three lonely figures then set
off to criss-cross the globe, seeking only
peace in a world that refused to let them have
it.

Jim and Danny quickly developed a strong
empathic connection with the alien: after all,
it was their fault that Galaxus’ spaceship left
him behind, so they saw it as their duty to
make sure that no-one harmed the spacething. Galaxus also bonded with the boys and
was therefore vulnerable when anyone
threatened violence against his pals in order
to force him to obey and do their bidding.

On the run from a ruthless big game
hunter, Galaxus and the boys smuggled
themselves aboard a freighter plane headed
for New York, and their journey around the
world began. In Buster dated 20th May, 1967,
the pals reached the shores of America and
spent the rest of the year in the USA.

Galaxus and the Jones brothers spent the
first months of 1967 on the run from police
search parties and military attack squads
armed with explosive shells, gas bombs,
bazookas and tanks. The endless race was
peppered with cliffhangers when Galaxus’
tiny self ran into all kinds of hostile wildlife.
On a few rare occasions they were lucky to
meet the odd compassionate human, most
notably a wanted bank robber who
sympathized with Galaxus because they were
both fugitives. The rest of Britain, however,
was terrified of Galaxus; authorities wouldn’t
listen to reason and couldn’t be persuaded
that the space-thing meant no-one any harm.
A £2,000 reward was offered for Galaxus –
dead or alive.

Galaxus got the ball rolling by causing
chaos on the streets of New York and –
Galaxus’ adventures on Earth got off to a
surprise, surprise – climbing to the top of a
rough start. He found out the hard way that skyscraper. The authorities responded by
both of his sizes could attract danger: after his moving ‘Operation Galaxus’ into action and
tiny self had a narrow escape from a deadly
our chums were on the run again, leaving a
snake, his giant version then drew the
trail of destruction everywhere they went.
attention of a jet fighter pilot. Galaxus
They suffered a coach crash at the foot of
became concerned that, because of all the
Mount Rushmore National Memorial, then
chaos and destruction that he unwittingly
reached Nevada where they landed on the
caused, the Earth people would think he was filming scene of a wild west film. They
an enemy and try to kill him. He had every
stowed away on one of the crew’s trucks and
reason to be concerned: the army was
arrived in Hollywood where they crashed a
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prehistoric jungle film set, and then a pirate
film set. Galaxus barely survived a deadly
encounter with a torpedo-firing submarine
near San Francisco, and the adventurers
finally slipped into a long-distance truck
bound for Canada, hoping that once they
crossed the border they might be able to get
clean away from the authorities. Their hopes
quickly proved to be an illusion and they
hastily stowed away on a passenger plane to
escape from Canada. As their luck went, the
airliner caught fire and crash-landed in Japan.
The Japanese adventure lasted for a good
part of 1968 and began with Galaxus reaching
Tokyo as a blazing mountain of fire. Later on,
the pals encountered a proud lord of the
Samurai, a posse of vigilante villagers and a
mighty sumo wrestler, not to mention the
Japanese military forces. Near Kyoto, they
found themselves in a restricted area of a
nuclear experimental station where Galaxus
got exposed to a hypo-nuclear beam and
spent some time as a giant magnet. The
action-filled Japanese tour ended when they
finally left the country, albeit not of their own
free will – Jim and Danny were captured by a
gang of Japanese gold smugglers. The pals
ended up in the open sea, and a powerful
current swept them south.

creatures all over the world were being
hunted, so his mad plan was to re-stock the
plains of Africa and America with giant
beasts of every species so big that no man on
earth would dare to hunt them down!

– He Who is Sublime. The first episode of the
Zarak adventure marked the point from
which Galaxus lost its permanent slot on
pages 2-4 of the comic, surrendering it to The
Wizard of Football starting from the issue
dated 28 June, 1969.

Next up was Easter Island where the pals
exposed a power-thirsty guardian of tribal
In a small town in Turkey Galaxus caught
law for the impostor he was, and then sailed the attention of the local chief of beggars who
by catamaran to South America, reaching the gained control over Galaxus and sent him to
coast of Chile early in September 1968.
steal the sacred heirloom of the Ataturk
Empire from the local sheik.
In their first South American adventure,
Galaxus and his pals faced El Vibora – the
deadly hunter from the rainforests of Brazil,
said to have been raised by wild beasts in the
jungle, who set out to capture Galaxus and
claim the reward. In the second story they
encountered freak-beasts whose extending
antennas turned all living beings into stonelike statues, so the adventurers had to find a
secret antidote developed by the Incas.

After Turkey, Galaxus and the Jones
brothers landed in the deserts of Western
Iran where they unveiled the cunning plan of
a wannabe village headman to revive the
ancient legend of the Yellow-Toothed
Shambling One and steal power from the
rightful leader.

At the break of 1970 they arrived in India.
After a couple of warm-up cliffhangers in the
In the jungle of Brazil, they ran into a really jungle country involving a deadly snake and a
weird individual who had lost his position of leopard, they made a bargain with the
power in government, and had got so
Maharaja of Timapur: if the pals helped the
obsessed with revenge that he named himself Maharaja to get hold of the Blue Fire of
the White Sky-Lord and built a flying
Barangapore, he would help them prove to
machine to destroy Brasilia with its
the world that the space-creature was indeed
disintegrator beam.
harmless… It took Galaxus and the boys
many weeks of deadly peril to retrieve the
In 1969 they arrived in North Africa and
magic potion and unveil its secret: he who
solved the mystery of the weird jelly-like
The end of the Japanese adventure in the
bubbles of smoke and fire that were causing bathes his body in its sacred flames will never
middle of 1968 marked the point from which
perish but live on in strength and glory to
the Tuaregs a lot of trouble.
the Galaxus saga became more structured:
enjoy the secret of everlasting life. Letting the
Eager to reach the Old Continent, they
going forward, it consisted of long selftreacherous power-mad maniac rule India till
crossed the Mediterranean and arrived in
contained stories, each set in a defined
the end of time didn’t sound like a good idea,
Sicily where they found themselves in the
geographical area and involving a new
so the boys doused the fire and moved on.
antihero. That said, all the stories still had the middle of a vendetta between two local
Their journey took them to the Indian state
families.
overarching element of conflict with the
of Assam where Galaxus got hexed by Chang
In Greece, Galaxus succumbed to Zarak
authorities, who never ceased to consider
the Dragon-Master, who made the spacewhose leather whip had strange powers over
Galaxus to be a beast of destruction,
creature fight Chang’s remote-controlled
the space-creature. It turned out that on his
constantly hunting him all over the world.
electronic dragon in order to simulate the
own planet, Galaxus was conditioned from
The adventure on a tropical island in the
fulfilment of an ancient legend, and cheat the
birth to obey every order from the ruling
Pacific was Galaxus’ first story of this kind.
priests of the local pagoda out of a priceless
class – beings who carried whips. Zarak
All wildlife of the island was twenty times
treasure.
larger than normal. The island was the base of dragged Galaxus into his private war against
The last stop in 1970 was in Hong Kong
an army of strangely costumed defenders of
a fanatical professor – a naturalist and a
where, after a rough encounter with the
an
island-castle
and
their
equally
weird
leader
saviour of wildlife. He hated that innocent
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British army, they fell into the clutches of HeWho-is-Wise and his gang of Chinese thugs.
The wheelchaired Englishman had suffered
an accident during the construction of a dam
many years ago, and got a twisted idea that
by blowing up the dam and flooding the
entire countryside, he’ll be getting his own
back for what happened to him.
At the turn of 1971 they arrived in the
Philippine Islands where Galaxus got
captured by escaped convict and big-time
smuggler, Sammy Scarnose. Scarnose’s
private jet took the three chums to the
mountains of Switzerland where the crook
bullied Galaxus into helping him to recover
the vast fortune he had made from his
smuggling racket in the Far East and had hid
inside a cave at the base of a terrifying peak.
This Swiss adventure took a strange turn
when the authorities hired a sinister figure
called the Doctor of Doom to destroy the
space-beast. After his plan failed, the
screwball potion master got fired and was
deported from the country!

themselves in West Africa where local
authorities requested the help from the
sinister witch-doctor known as MlumbaMlumba, who in the end was exposed to be
nothing but a trickster, and whose only
power was a cheap form of hypnotism.

the two-million krone reward for Galaxus’
capture – and survived a nasty attack by a
herd of angry walruses. On Christmas Eve in
1972, rather than enjoying a slap-up feed,
they got into trouble in Oslo and hastily airballooned themselves out of Norway.

As the time-line moved into 1972, the
three pals found themselves in a hidden
valley owned by Shamus O’Reilly – the crossbreeder of species and creator of crosses
between a crocodile and snake, a vulture and
a chameleon, and the deadly four-winged
Paramba – a creature with the head and
wings of a parrot and the body of a black
mamba snake – whom the Irishman
unleashed on Galaxus. The next story was set
in South Egypt and involved an ingenious
plot of Kandar the Dwarf and the local sultan
– a.k.a. High Lord of the Sands, who built a
fake pyramid that was nothing less than a
gigantic time-bomb designed to blow up
leading members of the country’s
government and start a revolution.

After a brief but disastrous stop in Holland
at the start of 1973, Galaxus and the Jones
brothers paid their second visit to Belgium
where Galaxus caused chaos at an
international football match and somehow
surmised that the boys had turned away from
him because he was such a nuisance... The
ensuing series of mishaps in Brussels, and
later in the Ardennes, finally ended happily:
their friendship was mended, and it was time
for them to go back to Britain. Jim and Danny
suddenly remembered their uncle Hamish
who worked for the government, so perhaps
he might help them to convince the world
that Galaxus was harmless, and their troubles
would all be over.

After Egypt, they were suddenly back in
Galaxus and the Jones brothers moved on Europe and ran straight into a trap set by
to France and had their first spy adventure:
Angus Macroni, a Scotsman living in a
the unbeatable golfer Pierre Le Bec turned
remote castle high on a peak in the Italian
out to be a foreign agent who kept miniature Dolomites. The villain captured Galaxus by
time-bombs in the hollow shafts of his clubs. luring him on board a fake spaceship and
His first target was the headquarters of the
then tried to use him to get hold of the
European Defence Network in Paris but
Austrian crown jewels stolen by his ancestor
Galaxus intervened and saved the day. Even many years ago. The story revealed another
so, the authorities remained dead set on their weakness of the space-creature: it turned out
position that Galaxus was a menace, so the
he could be brought under control by the
pals fled to Belgium.
sound of the bagpipes!
Their next adventure was in the genre of
industrial espionage. The anti-hero was the
nanny of a textile millionaire’s young son who
was ready to go to great lengths to steal the
boy’s favourite teddy bear because it
contained a sample of a new type of cloth
that was impossible to crease.

After Italy, they crossed into Switzerland
once again. Galaxus wandered off to a watch
factory, got trapped inside a cuckoo clock
and was sent to Norway in a batch of clocks
marked for export. Norway wasn’t
welcoming: a crop-spraying aircraft sprayed
Galaxus with a sort of sneezing powder, and
then the authorities nearly blew him up with
The end of the Belgian story coincided
mines in the middle of a fiord. Before the pals
with Buster absorbing the short-lived sister
left the country, they faced Lanskrill the
comic JET, and in the early issues of the
combined paper, Galaxus and the boys found Lapp – a brutal hunter who was set to collect

Upon reaching Hamish’s remote mansion
in Scotland, they discovered that their uncle
was locked up in the basement of his own
home and his laboratory was taken over by
sinister-looking scientists in the pay of a
foreign government. The spies captured the
devastating new weapon that Uncle Hamish
was working on, and were about to use it on
NATO’s early-warning radar station. Galaxus
saved Europe by catching the missile with a
trawl net and breaking the spies’ submarine
in half – but no matter how much he tried to
help people, he still remained in the
government’s bad books.
After a stopover in Gibraltar, they crossed
into Morocco and prevented an act of
sabotage in an industrial war over drilling
rights between rival oil companies.
Up to that point, the geography of their
travels had been more or less consistent, with
one stop plausibly leading to the next (except
maybe that one time when their plane from
Vancouver to London crashed in Japan…).
But this time, one week after the end of their
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Moroccan adventure, Galaxus and the Jones
brothers were suddenly back in South
America!

June, 1974 – the last issue before the comic
absorbed its sibling paper COR!! Galaxus had
enjoyed a healthy run of nearly eight long
years and ran to 380 three-page episodes – so
Their Colombian adventure was
a total of 1,140 pages – all drawn by the
somewhat different from all the previous
stories: the locals forced Galaxus to confront prolific Argentine artist Francisco Solano
López, or rather his seven-man studio in
El Vasto – the fearsome monster who had
Buenos Aires, who produced an impressive
been terrorizing the village – and it turned
amount of strips for Fleetway comics during
out that the brute was just as miserable as
Galaxus: everyone hated him only because he the sixties and the seventies, most notably
Kelly’s Eye, Adam Eterno, Toys of Doom and
was big and ugly. The pals came up with a
clever plan and, in the end, El Vasto became Janus Stark. The scriptwriter was Scott
Goodall, whose work included Fishboy,
an honoured guest in the village.
Marney the Fox, Rat-Trap and other popular
The scene of Galaxus’ next South
strips.
American adventure was set in the
Galaxus’ appearances weren’t limited to
mountains of Argentina, where the chums
Buster weeklies – the space creature and his
witnessed a violent crime committed by a
two pals also featured in Buster Annuals and
gold-smuggler. He had joined the climbing
expedition for the sole purpose of recovering Holiday Specials.

pals faced a fair share of villains but what
made the short stories different from those in
the weeklies was that more often than not
they ended on a bright note, with Galaxus
making new friends and looking happy for a
change.

the loot his accomplice had carried on an
airliner that crashed in the mountains.

Although the strip started in 1966, its
debut in an annual wasn’t until the 1969
edition. New stories between eight and ten
pages long continued to appear regularly up
to and including Buster Annual 1974; the
stories in subsequent editions were doctored
reprints of old material from the weeklies.
Some of the episodes in the annuals revealed
a few things hitherto unknown: for example,
the splash panel of the story in the 1970
Annual showed the interior of the space craft
that brought Galaxus to Earth, and its pilot
who was Galaxus’s alien master. In the 1972
Annual, Galaxus celebrated his birthday: 50
years on Earth equalled one year on his own
planet, and so he turned two! The geography
of the stories was far and wide – from South
Africa to Egypt, from Peru to Canada, from
Nepal to France (where Galaxus climbed the
Eiffel Tower and grabbed a helicopter – King
Kong style).

When Steven Spielberg’s science fiction
film E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial (or simply
E.T.) hit the cinemas in 1982, the editor of
Buster remembered good old Galaxus, whose
story had a lot in common with the alien’s
from the blockbuster film. That’s how, more
than eight years after the demise of his strip,
Galaxus found himself on the cover of Buster
for 6th November, 1982 – the first of the four
issues that had a Galaxus mini-book. Once
assembled, the booklet was 32 pages thick
and reprinted Galaxus’ early adventures.
Again, it was a cut-and-paste job, and the
result was a heavily condensed version of
nearly half-a-year’s worth of the original tale,
ending with the pals’ arrival in America.

The first Buster Holiday Special came out
for the summer of 1969 and Galaxus was
represented with a new story. New six-page
stories continued to appear in the Holiday
Specials till 1972; later on they were reprints
of old episodes from the weeklies.

With Rebellion now in possession of the
Fleetway/IPC archive, there’s a good chance
we will see new collections of the spacecreature’s adventures at some point in the
future.

As the year 1973 drew to a close, they
boarded a ship in Chile and arrived in
Australia. While the majority of other comic
characters were enjoying their 1974
Christmas festivities, Galaxus happened upon
a gang of masked crooks who plotted to drive
ranchers out and buy up all their properties
cheaply to make a fortune from uranium
deposits…
The last key character in the Galaxus saga
was Nathan Forsyth – the owner of a
waxworks museum in Northern Australia.
Galaxus saved his life, the man realizing the
space-creature was nothing like the horrible
monster that destroyed everything in its path.
The chums came up with a clever plan how
to put the authorities off their track once and
for all: Nathan created a giant-sized wax
model of Galaxus and let the army destroy it.
With Galaxus thought to be gone forever,
they were no longer hunted and could make
a permanent home on an uninhabited island
north of Australia where Jim, Danny and
Galaxus achieved peace at last.
Galaxus and the Jones brothers walked off
into the sunset in Buster cover-dated 15th

In the annuals and holiday specials, the

In 1972 Fleetway released The Birthday
Book for Boys – a one-off compilation of
popular strips and text stories from various
comic periodicals that were available way
back then. In it was a 16-page Galaxus story,
albeit not a new one: it was a cut-and-paste
job from the first seven episodes telling the
story of Galaxus’ arrival on Earth and the
beginning of his trials and tribulations. The
original pages were cut up, some panels were
dropped, others were re-sized by adding
awkward black extensions and re-writing
some of the text.

In the early 70s, Galaxus was reprinted in
Spain as GALAXUS. EL MENSAJERO DEL
ESPACIO, in at least three collected 64-page
softcover volumes with beautifully painted
covers. He was also reprinted in India.

AUTHOR:
IRMANTAS POVILAIKA
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GENIUS OF THE WORLD!
STEVE DITKO AT MARVEL
It seemed just another day when Marvel artist Steve Ditko dropped off his finished
art pages as usual to Sol Brodsky at the office - before announcing he would not
be doing any more work for the company. Cue panic. Peter Gouldson looks back
as to why the co-creator of Spider-Man would turn his back on what
became a multi-million dollar franchise.

T

he mid-1950’s were such a bad
time to be working in comics
that Stan Lee would be told to
his face ‘you should go to jail for the crime
you’re committing.’ The bad publicity
following the witch hunt on ‘horror’ comics
didn’t just do for the EC line; every US
mainstream comics publisher had it hard,
including publisher Martin Goodman’s
company Atlas. Worse was to come for
Goodman around 1956 when, having
signed a deal with a distributor who went
bust, he was forced into an unfavourable
quick-fix with rivals National who limited
him to a meagre eight titles per month.
With little money to pay artists for any new
work, editor Lee was forced to use up
existing inventory and let many artists go.
DITKO RETURNS!
It wasn’t until around 1958 that Lee was
able to start looking for new material. With
returning artists such as Don Heck and Jack
Kirby back on board, Lee also sought out
another artist whom he had rated highly,
30-year-old Steve Ditko from Pennsylvania.
After studying under Batman artist Jerry
Robinson at the Cartoonist and Illustrators
School in New York, Ditko began his
professional career in 1953, with much of
his early work produced for Charlton. Only
recently recovered from tuberculosis, Ditko
was glad of the return call up; Atlas may
have still been paying less than the National
page rate but they were still more generous
than the abysmal low rates he’d been
receiving at Charlton.
Ditko had already developed a singular

style, moody, earthy, cerebral, not so much
an influence on others as an aberration.
Now with steady work for a company
whose remit was to follow trends rather
than set any, he set to work on short strips
for anthology titles such as ‘Tales to
Astonish’, ’Tales of Suspense’ and ‘Journey
into Mystery’, titles increasingly devoted to
the current vogue for monsters. Seen as
supporting features to the lead Kirby strip,
Ditko was free to develop his skills on other
more grittier, human interest tales, honing a
knack of depicting downtrodden
individuals, loners and outsiders, misfits
who meddle in affairs they shouldn’t. The
new ‘Amazing Adventures’ title launched
June 1961 was typical of this dynamic;
Kirby naturally leads the way with ‘Torr’ a
brash, loud monster mash up, followed by
Ditko’s more moody ‘Midnight in the the
Wax Museum’, where a criminal on the run
seeking sanctuary from the law gets more
than he bargained for. These early
Lee/Ditko collaborations, considered as
little more than 5-6 page fillers, added
gravitas to what was otherwise a one-trick
title, a more subtle sophistication alongside
the latest monstrous rampages of a ‘Torr’,
‘Manoo’ or ‘Monsteroso!’
An early convert was Lee himself, who
loved working on these ‘quirky little fillers’
with Ditko. At the time when the US TV
fantasy series ‘the Twilight Zone’ had
recently swept the nation, Stan Lee and
Steve Ditko were embarking on their first
true working partnership together mining
the exact same seam of suspense and twist

endings. A working pattern was developed
and adhered to over the next few years, as
outlined by Ditko himself; “Stan provided
the plot ideas. There would be a discussion
to clear up anything, consider opinions and
so forth. I would then do the panel/page
breakdowns, the visual story continuity,
and on a separate paper provide a very
rough panel dialogue, merely a guide for
Stan. We would go over the pencilled
story/art pages and I would explain any
deviations, changes and additions, noting
anything to be corrected before doing the
inking. Stan would provide the finished
dialogue for the characters, ideas,
consistency and continuity, Once lettered, I
would ink the pages.”
From within such rigid structures
something quite special was blossoming,
and Lee could sense it. The mail coming in
increasingly focused on these back-up tales
rather than the leading Kirby monster yarn.
Not one to let an opportunity slip by, by
issue #7 (December 1961) Lee had handed
the entire book over to his and Ditko’s
work, changing the title in the process to
‘Amazing Adult Fantasy’. With a cover
proclaiming it to be ‘the magazine that
respects your intelligence’ here was a comic
book with a unique edge; true, the title font
may have resembled that of recent new
book ‘the Fantastic Four’ (arriving on
newsstands about three weeks after the
FF’s debut) and a ‘monster’ element had
been retained up to a point, but there was
(unusually) a contents page and regular
readers polls as well as a letters column. Lee
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was aiming for a more grown up,
sophisticated kind of reader he felt was out
there, and in doing so brought out the best
in him and his artistic collaborator. “That
was one of my favourite books”, Lee himself
declared years later. “I loved those stories. I
loved the way Steve did them. I never could
understand why it didn’t become our most
popular magazine.”
Indeed, despite the new approach, the
book remained the worst seller of the lot.
“The people who bought it and read it were
crazy about it,” said Lee, “…but not enough
of them bought it.” Not that he had much
time to dwell on matters. The foundations
of what would become the Marvel Universe
were already beginning to take shape, with
the FF already established and new
concepts such as the Incredible Hulk
already up and running.
Against this increasingly frantic
backdrop, Ditko was roped in to ink the first
five pencilled pages of a new Lee/ Kirby
superhero concept. The story, about a
teenaged orphan with a magic ring that
transformed himself into a superhero
named ‘Spiderman’ (no hyphen) seemed,
according to Ditko, somewhat familiar,
informing Lee of a similar Harvey Comics
character called the Fly (that Kirby himself
had actually worked on), so with deadlines
fast approaching Lee came up with a
revised plot and origin for the new ‘Spider’
character. Ditko’s more moody, scratchy
style might not have seemed the obvious fit
for a teenage superhero, yet perhaps sensing
something in the loner, outsider status of
Peter Parker, Lee informed Ditko that it was
he who would be pencilling the new strip.
Presented with a synopsis from Lee of a
teenaged bookworm who develops spiderlike powers after being bitten by a
radioactive spider during a science
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experiment, Ditko went away and designed
the look of the characters, the costume of
the hero, and plotted out the first eleven
page instalment of the very first Spider-Man
storyline.
Martin Goodman hated it. Teenagers
weren’t supposed to be superheroes, they
were at best sidekicks! Anyway, people hate
spiders! Told bluntly it wouldn’t work, Lee
to his eternal credit forged ahead regardless.
So what if this new ‘spider’ idea went in the
final issue of the failing ‘Amazing (Adult)
Fantasy’ title and died a death anyway?
With Goodman’s words still ringing in his
ears, he did however ask the artist to tone
down some ‘spider’ aspects of the artwork,
what with seeing the hero stuck to walls and
those weird angles and poses of his body as
he hung around. Ditko, to his own eternal
credit, argued that maybe they should just
leave as is and wait until someone
complained first.
Nobody ever did. Renamed for a third
time in its brief shelf-life, ‘Amazing Fantasy’
#15 (cover date August 1962) hit
newsstands that June with a redesigned
Kirby cover (Ditko’s original deemed to be
lacking drama) giving the world its first
glimpse of Peter Parker, the Amazing
Spider-Man. Believing the character
unique, if doomed, Lee gave him the hard
sell on the splash page anyway - “Like
costume heroes? Confidentially, we in the
comic mag business refer to them as ‘long
underwear characters!’ And as you know
they’re a dime a dozen! But we think you
may find our Spider-Man just a bit…
different!” The reader is introduced to thin,
bespectacled Peter Parker, high school
student and bookworm, an outsider from
the onset as the bullies mock and the girls
turn their back on him. Doted on by an
over-fussy aunt and uncle, Parker at least

excels at his studies at school where, in the
science lab for a lecture to witness a
radioactivity experiment, he’s bitten by a
dying spider which had been exposed to the
radiation. He’s forced to leave, feeling
unwell (‘..w-what’s happening to me? I feel…
different. As though my entire body is
charged with some sort of fantastic
energy!’) and the next minute he’s clinging
and sticking high up a wall after dodging a
speeding car. Finding himself possessed of
incredible acrobatic agility, with strength
that crushes a steel pipe with his bare hands
as if made of paper, Parker does what most
teenager’s naturally would…and looks to
have fun and make money. Covering up his
face with a mask to conceal his identity, he
enters a wrestling contest, the young boy
making a fool of his opponent. Word gets
around and a television talent scout spots
the ‘act’, with Parker ending up on TV, an
overnight sensation. The need for a proper
disguise for this new found stardom gave
Ditko the opportunity to design the iconic
red and blue costume, heavily detailed with
webbing, and specially designed ‘webshooters’ (a ‘spider-sense’ that would warn
of impending danger would follow later).
Looking the part, the teenager is anything
but the hero we’ll come to know, becoming
even more self-centred and full of himself.
When a thief runs past him backstage after a
show he just ignores the elderly security
guards plea for help, letting the felon
escape; “Sorry pal, that’s your job! I’m
through being pushed around. From now
on I just look after number one…and that
means me!”
Bad mistake. It turns out the same felon is
a burglar who, upon being disturbed by his
Uncle Ben, shoots and kills his beloved
relative. A mourning Parker, filled with
rage, dons his Spider-Man costume and
chases the killer down to a disused

warehouse, finding out much too late that
it’s the exact same guy he’d earlier refused to
help apprehend. As a writer, Lee has his
finest moment in the denouement,
furnishing that final panel with the grieving
teenagers new realisation that ‘…in this
world, with great power, there must also
come great responsibility.’
This all sounds so familiar now, but only
because of the countless imitations and
variations on the theme since. When a
character goes on to become a full-blown
cultural icon the world over, it’s easy to
forget just how radical this all seemed at the
time, the precise moment when the
superhero mould is broken and remade for
good. The first ever teenage superhero? A
hero whose face is completely covered in a
mask? (A deliberate Ditko design to hide
what were obviously the features of a boy
and not a man). A hero whose first act after
gaining his powers is to selfishly try and
make money? A superhero without a
proper job, never mind a headquarters,
unlimited wealth or a secret fortress? The
first time that gaining super powers were
seen to make someone’s life actually worseoff? Peter Parker feels nothing but doubt,
guilt, shame, worry, the exact opposite of
your typical derring-do do-gooder. By the
time the sales figures came in “Amazing
Fantasy’ was already earmarked for
cancellation, but the mail that had started
arriving was proof enough: somehow
against all the odds the company had a huge
hit on their hands. It was only a matter of
time before the character would return in
his own title.
DITKO IS AMAZING!
The title ‘Amazing’ Fantasy would live on
in sorts, with the new ‘Amazing Spiderman’
#1 (March 1963) repeating the winning
formula of the debut. Parker’s troubles just

seem to mount, with continual money
worries and concern for his frail Aunt May’s
health. Still ostracised by his peers, Parker’s
life is made worse by a campaign run by
newspaper publisher J Jonah Jameson,
declaring his new alter-ego a ’public
menace’ and turning public opinion against
him. There’s also a whole line of impressive
new villains (the Vulture, Doctor Octopus,
the Sandman) lined up to take pot-shots at
him. Life was proving to be anything but
easy for the new hero, with Parker
misunderstood, mocked, hunted and hated.
“Nothing turns out right (sob!). I wish I had
never had super powers.”
However such a downbeat focus does the
book a disservice, ignoring just how much
fun this all was. At times genuinely funny,
Parker quickly develops a wise-cracking
sense of humour in his Spider-Man guise
that Lee, with his lifelong love for comedy,
excelled at. Ditko’s rendering of Spider-Man
swinging through the city or in combat is a
sheer joy, if not as dramatic or dynamic as
Kirby’s superhero work, such scenes here
possess something else entirely; a balletic
grace, a clear linear progression, the main
character himself arching, bending, twisting
in unique pliability, whilst all the time
seeming all so natural and real. Realism
would remain important for Ditko; Lee’s
sense was for the dramatic, and Ditko
admitted that his own sense for realism was
reigned in by the writer at this early stage,
vetoing an idea to kill off Betty Brant in a
car accident. Already breaking out in guestappearances in other books, Spider-Man
would soon become the face of Marvel as
the company expanded into the mainstream
and the public consciousness. Becoming
one of a small select few that somehow
managed to transcend comic books
themselves, the character would soon be
voted by the youth of America, alongside

Bob Dylan and Che Guevara no less, as a
favourite revolutionary icon.
DITKO IS STRANGE!
Keen to plug Marvel events with an
increasingly organised comic book fanbase,
Lee let slip more than he realised in a letter
to the ‘Comic Reader’ fanzine published in
February 1963: “We have a new character in
the works for ‘Strange Tales’, just a five page
filler…Steve Ditko is gonna draw him. It has
a sort of black magic theme. The first story
was nothing great, but perhaps we can
make something of him. ’Twas Steve’s idea.”
So, Ditko gets sole credit as creator of a
new Marvel mainstay. Strange Tales #110
( July 1963) introduced the world to Doctor
Stephen Strange, Master of Black Magic
(soon rechristened Master of the Mystic
Arts) a skilled and successful, if egotistical
and self-centred surgeon who, as seen in an
origin story published a few months later,
suffers an accident that leaves him badly
injured. With the neurological damage to
the nerves in his hands meaning he’s unable
to stay in his profession, he uncovers the
secret existence of the mysterious ‘Ancient
One,’ in a temple high in the mountains of
India, of whom it is said can heal any
condition. Arriving desperate for a cure for
his condition, Strange proves impatient and
unworthy upon first arrival, but eventually
proves himself worthy and on the side of
good after coming up against the treachery
of fellow student Mordo.
Playing second-fiddle to the solo Human
Torch strip, early issues were hit and miss in
terms of quality, especially when Ditko’s
work gets inked by others. An early
highlight however came with ‘Return to the
Nightmare World’ in Issue #116 ( January
1964). Giving readers the first hints of what
is to become the strips distinctive visual
style, Ditko conjures up mind bending
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vistas and dark alternate dimensions,
nightmarish shadow realms with danger
and peril seemingly a single misstep away.
Once Lee realised what he had on his hands
he lets rip with the scripts, his gibberish
mystical chants and mantras (‘By the
Vapours of Valtorr!' By the Crimson Bands
of Cyttorak! By the Hoary Hosts of
Hoggarth!’) adding much to the
otherworldly feel of strip. However whether
it’s a mind-bending visit to Nightmare’s
realm, the sight of Strange’s ectoplasmic
form soaring up out from his body to do
battle with Mordo and his minions, or the
dark dismal dimension of the Dread
Dormammu himself, it is Steve Ditko’s
imagination that truly runs riot here, and it’s
his visual élan that catapults Strange into the
upper echelon of classic Marvel characters.
If completely unlike Spider-Man’s combat,
the sorcerer’s own battles are imbued with
their own kind of balletic grace, with hero
and villains conjuring up spells and
enchantments to hurl at each other in the
form of lightning bolts. Even the design of
the simple rotund upper-floor window of
Strange’s Greenwich Village home, his
’Sanctum Sanctorum’, seemed of perfect
design. The overall effect on fellow artists
such as John Romita was total; ‘When you
talk about artists like Steve Ditko you have
to put him in a special category. When you
are in their world…everything reminds you
of them. They are what I call creators. The
rest of us…we’re illustrators.’
DITKO IS SO COOL!!
Despite being created by a bunch of
(predominantly) white middle-aged men,
Marvel comics were fast becoming hip, and
on college campuses across the US Lee
enjoyed the opportunity to leap onto the
lecture circuit and plug the books. Some
books found their own additional niche
audience too, with Doctor Strange in
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particular became a firm favourite with the
fast-growing West Coast hippie community
springing up at Berkeley and HaightAshbury. ‘Surely…’ went the mantra in
many a fog-strewn dorm or lounge ‘…the
guy that draws this stuff is one of us…turned
on, tuned in and dropped out?’
Nothing could be further from the truth.
Ditko was as straight laced and conservative
as they come. Shy and uncomfortable in
most social circles, never mind a potsmoking LSD-fuelled hippie one, his
dealings with the growing fan community
would become increasingly fraught over
time. An attendance at the inaugural comic
book fan convention in New York in July
1964 was such an uncomfortable experience
for him it would turn out to be his very last.
Yet such was his stature within Marvel that
mainstay Don Heck probably summed it up
best. “Stan wanted Kirby to be Kirby, Ditko
to be Ditko, and every one else to be Kirby.”
Lee held up Kirby’s dynamic storytelling as
the way a Marvel comic book should be,
with little deviation from a proven winning
formula. But there would always be the that
obvious exception, the third part of the
triumvirate that had helped shape an entire
fictional universe. Lee knew no one could
do Ditko like Ditko.
Lee would turn to the artist when he
needed to relaunch the failed ‘Incredible
Hulk’ character, bringing him back in a
‘Spidey-style' soap-opera that finally
brought the character long-standing success
and introduced important characters such
as the Leader and Major Glenn Talbot.
Ditko also rebooted Iron-Man, completely
redesigning the armoured look to one more
familiar to millions today. The idea of
anyone other than Ditko drawing either
Strange or Spider-Man seemed
unthinkable, with the later’s success

continuing to soar. Always enjoying a strong
roster of supporting characters from Betty
Brant to J Jonah Jameson, Flash Thompson
and Aunt May, Parker’s coterie would grow
further with the likes of Harry Osborn,
Gwen Stacy, and mention of (an as yet
unseen) Mary Jane Watson. A run of topnotch super villains also saw the book enjoy
(with the possible exception of Batman) the
best rogues gallery in comics; following on
from the Vulture, Doc Ock and Sandman
came the Lizard, Electro, the Enforcers,
Mysterio. the Green Goblin, Kraven the
Hunter, the Scorpion. What’s striking to
note all these years on, whether in comic
book form or multi-million dollar film, is
that despite the many years since,
everything (predominantly) comes back to
these characters, these villains. These are
the characters continually revisited, and the
sandbox others look to still play in was put
there in the first place by Stan Lee and Steve
Ditko.
The strength of that very rogues gallery
was celebrated at epic length in ‘The
Sinister Six’ (Spiderman Annual #1, 1964).
Ditko lavishes the special with full page
splashes of Parker doing battle, up against
the odds after believing his spider powers
have deserted him, and such was the sense
of occasion and fun that the impression
given is one of complete working harmony.
Yet behind the scenes the first cracks in the
working relationship were appearing.
Increasingly disagreeing with Lee about the
direction of the strip, Ditko, working within
the established Marvel method that gave
the artist a greater degree of control over
plotting and pace, began to take a stronger
hold on the series. Completely uninterested
in following the trends and the demands of
an ever growing fan base, Ditko began to
incorporate more of his own Ayn Rand
inspired belief system to the fore, bringing

the day to day realities of Parkers life more
and more to the fore. With Lee arguing for
more fight scenes, more superhero action,
more Spider-Man, Ditko sought to mould
Peter Parker more into his own Randian
ideals of what makes a true hero. For a while
this tension brought out of the best in the
two men and was to the benefit of the book,
with letter page editorials and previews only
hinting at the increasing tensions behind the
scenes; after plugging one upcoming Ditkoplotted instalment, Lee would add ‘…a lot of
readers are sure to hate it, so if you want to
see what all the criticism is about, be sure to
buy a copy!’
Shy by nature, Ditko’s loner status among
the (fabricated) jolly japes built up by Lee
around the ‘Marvel Bullpen’ only grew over
time. He’s notably absent from a roll call of
published photos Lee insisted on, allowing
readers to put faces to the famous names
that had become so familiar. Listening to
the obscure cultural artefact that is the
MMMS (Merry Marvel Marching Society)
Fan Club 33 rpm record from late 1964 is a
bizarre experience; Lee’s scripted corny
jokes and roped-in cameos from Kirby,
Ayers, Heck. Simek, Rosen (even firebrand
Wally Wood) is not without charm, with
everyone playing along with Lee’s jolly
japes. Conspicuous by his absence again
however is the artist on Marvel’s most high
profile book, an absence Lee knew had to
be explained somehow.
Lee: ‘Hey, what’s all the commotion out
there Sol?’
Sol Brodsky: ‘Why it’s shy Steve Ditko!
He heard you were making a record and he
got the flight. Whoops, there he goes!’
Lee: Out the window again? You know,
I’m beginning to think he IS Spider-Man!’
DITKO PLOTS!
By the beginning of 1965 the two men

were no longer on speaking terms. Ditko
would completely come up with the SpiderMan plots and hand in the rendered pages
to the Marvel offices, usually to Sol
Brodsky, who would pass on to Lee whose
sole job was to interpret what he saw and
add dialogue. There’s a real sense of
direction, a gradual maturity to Peter Parker
and his life, moving from awkward
bookworm to more assured adulthood as he
grows and matures. He graduates from High
School, attends college, and stops worrying
over the approval of his peers. Adolescent
readers identified with all of this; these
where the very changes that lay ahead in
their own lives, these were their own inner
conflicts, self-doubts, anxieties. His
Objectivist beliefs being brought more to
the fore, Ditko shifts the emphasis from
fantastical, super-powered foes to more
mobsters, frauds, hood’s (the Big Man, the
Crime Master, the Cat) street-level bad guys
clearly seen to pay for the error of their
ways, sometimes at the hands of regular law
enforcement rather than the titular
superhero himself. An infamous
disagreement concerned the revelation of
the secret identity of the Green Goblin;
Lee’s sense of drama clashing with Ditko’s
conviction that all the villains should be
seen to be anything but special, just
nobodies, bums, losers.
After #25 Ditko had had enough of the
pretence and demanded recognition in the
credits, with ’Art by Steve Ditko' no longer
doing justice to his increasing contribution
to the book. With sales still rising and the
book at the top of the tree, Lee’s
acquiescence afforded Ditko a recognition
even Kirby hadn’t been granted at that
point, even if he did baulk at the suggestion
that Ditko’s name should go first. As if to
prove a point, Lee made fun of the
disagreement (and the artist) publicly on

the credits; ‘Many readers have asked why
Steve’s name is always second in the credits
- so big hearted Stan agreed to put Steve’s
name first this time.” Lee’s name is indeed
listed second, jokingly twice the size of
Ditko’s.
No one was arguing over the quality of
the book however, which reached a peak
that Fall/Winter with the memorable
‘Master Planner trilogy’ (#31-#33). With his
frail Aunt May in urgent need of
medication, the serum to save her life
remains tantalisingly just out of reach as
Spider-Man is trapped in Doctor Octopus’
underwater lair, abandoned under
collapsed heavy machinery. With sea water
seeping through into the chamber and
about to drown him, Ditko utilised a
groundbreaking five page opening to
resolve the cliffhanger, Parker stretching
himself to the limits of endurance to free
himself from under the backbreaking
weight. If Lee slightly overdoes it with the
dialogue it’s not to the detriment of the
moment, a stunning visual and emotional
triumph where, wracked with guilt and on
the verge of giving up, a teenage boy finally
becomes a man, with a whole army of
readers rooting for him. Nothing like it had
ever really been seen in mainstream comics
before, and the moment was aped years
later in the ‘Spider-Man:Homecoming’
movie, yet it’s here in these five pages where
Steve Ditko’s search for what makes a true
hero becomes fully justified, and it’s him
that deserves full sole credit for one of the
most memorable moments in comics
history.
DITKO WALKS!
Perhaps Ditko sensed that everything to
say about the hero had been said. The
strained working partnership would limp
on only for a few more issues, with Roy
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Thomas, newly aboard the Marvel Bullpen,
well remembering the tension and of how
Lee somehow managed to be out of the
office when Ditko was due to drop off his
finished pages. Both men claim the other
was the first to completely break off
communication but whatever the truth the
situation was becoming problematic, with
Lee getting angry at an almighty tangle
surrounding his interpretation of #36 and
attributing dialogue to the wrong character,
necessitating a change to Ditko’s pencils by
another artist. Lee was continually having
to second guess what would happen next;
’Next Issue - a swingin’ super villain so
different, so new we can’t even let you
know his name yet!’ ran one preview, and
really, how could they let anyone know
when Ditko hadn’t bothered to inform
anyone? ‘This series was voted most likely
to succeed, by Stan and Steve’ wrote Lee on
another Doctor Strange credits blurb. Ditko
complained vehemently to Brodsky that he
hadn’t, in fact, voted for anything. When
told, a bewildered Lee just shook his head,
forced to alter the copy ‘…as voted by Stan
and Baron Mordo.’
Matters reached a head at the end of year.
Attempting to get a grip on what was fast
becoming a publishing phenomenon, the
‘New York Herald Tribune’ published a
profile interview with Lee, in which the
impression given was that he, and he alone,
was the mastermind behind the entire
operation. Jack Kirby, present in the offices
at the time of the interview, was portrayed
as little more than some stooge or assistant.
When matters turning to the best-selling
Spider-Man title, Lee was quoted as saying
‘I don’t plot Spider-Man anymore. Steve
Ditko, the artist, has been doing the stories.
I guess I’ll leave him alone until sales start to
stop. Since Spidey got so popular Ditko
thinks he’s the genius of the world. We were
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arguing so much over plot lines I told him to
start making up his own stories. He won’t
let anyone else ink his drawing either. He
just drops off the finished pages with notes
at the margins and I fill in the dialogue. I
never know what he’ll come up with next,
but it’s interesting to work that way.’
Appearing early 1966, the Tribune piece
caused a stir at Marvel, with Kirby’s wife
Roz angrily calling Lee to remonstrate. An
increasingly resentful Kirby stayed on for
now, but by this point Ditko’s mind was
made up. Despite all the differences with
Lee the real issue was the total injustice of
his financial situation. Just like Kirby he was
still waiting to reap the true rewards and
recognition of his own resounding success
and contribution. With the company
enjoying unparalleled sales that would
eventually see it rise to the very top, a
growing merchandise boom (with SpiderMans face in particular) everywhere, and
even animated television shows crudely
cribbed from original artwork, where was
the renumeration or the credit? Goodman
kept putting people off, promising contracts
that ultimately never showed up, then
promised percentage royalties when the
books did take off also never showed up.
With Lee caught in the middle, the message
from the top remained the same - the
company was still not quite making enough
profit yet, just hold on a while longer.
This would never be acceptable to an
uncompromising Objectivist with a strong
sense of rational morals. Arriving at the
Marvel offices as usual, he dropped off his
pages with Sol Brodsky, announcing that he
would finish the pages he was currently
working on and then he would not be doing
any more work for Marvel. Brodsky knew
better than to argue the point, if Ditko said
something then he meant it. His last Spider-

Man tale (‘Just A Guy Named Joe’, #38, July
1966) would require a cribbed together
splash page and cover that Ditko couldn’t
quite bring himself to produce, yet if the
avid reader had looked closely enough
they’d have already discerned the winds of
change the previous issue; a letters page
where each missive traditionally began
‘Dear Stan and Steve’ was now altered to
merely ‘Dear Stan…’ The partnership was
over for good, and when asked later if he
would ever return, Ditko simply replied ‘not
until Goodman pays me the royalties he
owes me.’
Just as Mickey Mouse remains the face of
Disney, so Spider-Man will forever be the
face of Marvel, true even before Steve
Ditko’s last issue in 1966. The character
continued without his co-creator of course,
his popularity only seeming to increase with
familiarity, yet it’s fair comment to say that
despite many memorable moments since
1966, much of what comes after merely
repeats past glories. All you’ll ever really
need to know about this character and his
world is all there, contained in those initial
39 instalments and those first two Annuals.
As one half of a team that produced such
a lasting legacy, Steve Ditko may have
turned his back and moved on, but he still
had a hell of a lot of things he wanted to
say…
AUTHOR:
PETER GOULDSON
All Images ©2022 Marvel Characters Inc,
All Rights Reserved.

EITHER ONE OR THE
OTHER - WHAT STEVE
DITKO DID NEXT.
So…how do you follow that? After co-creating one of the biggest cultural
icons ever, Steve Ditko turned his back and walked. Peter Gouldson takes a
look at what happened next after a dramatic Marvel exit and finds an
artist with unfinished business.

K

nowing his next move in
advance, Steve Ditko had
already lined up work away
from Marvel at Charlton, where he was
soon to make a mark. The period
immediately after leaving the ‘House Of
Ideas’ however is perhaps best
remembered for his work for Jim Warren.
Warren had published other titles, but it
was really with the 1964 launch of ‘Creepy’
that his line of horror publications (classed
as magazines and thus successfully
bypassing the restrictive jurisdiction of the
Comics Code Authority or CCA) began to
take off. As a title ‘Creepy’ itself would
really come into its own with the arrival of
new editor Archie Goodwin soon after
launch. A consummate storyteller in his
own right, Goodwin would also utilise his
editorial skills and work closely with a small
stable of quality artists, themselves freed
from Code restriction, playing to their
strengths by approaching each script with
them in mind, even to the point of
involving them in the creation of the script
itself. Working with a shared mutual trust,
Goodwin brought out the very best from
class artists such as Gene Colan, Russ
Heath, Joe Orlando and Wally Wood, as
well as hiring promising newcomers such

as Dan Adkins and Neal Adams.
Not long after launching sister title
‘Eerie’ in early 1966, Goodwin saw an
opening to work with yet another
renowned artist. Hearing through the
comics grapevine that Ditko was leaving
Marvel, he approached the artist with a
view to working alongside him on quality
horror scripts free from CCA restrictions.
Having enjoyed working on pre-Code
horror strips upon entering the field and
displaying a real feel for the genre, Ditko’s
development in the field had been curtailed
by the imposition of CCA censorship, and
now the artist jumped at the opportunity to
work alongside Goodwin with the zeal of
someone intent on making up for lost time.
Indeed, the work the two men would go on
to produce for both ‘Eerie' and ‘Creepy’
between 1966-67 is regarded as a career
highlight for both, with the spooky black
and white remit of both titles showcasing
the artists’ draughtsmanship and skills like
never before or since.
Ditko’s Warren debut came with ‘Eerie’
#3 (May 1966) and the sublime ‘Room with
A View’, a masterclass of pen brush and ink
and scripted by an Archie Goodwin on top
form. A rain-soaked stranger foolishly

insists on taking the last available room in a
run down hotel, with the proprietor
himself sheepishly hiding behind his
newspaper rather reluctant to let him do so.
The stranger insists, and although the room
itself has no view to speak of, he gets more
than he bargained for via a strange mirror
in the room. A true highlight for the title
early in its run, Goodwin and Ditko quickly
surpass it with ‘Collectors Edition’ (Creepy
#10, August 1966). Launching straight into
a close up of the two haunted eyes of our
narrator, staring right at the reader in abject
terror, the perspiring brow and haunted
eyes reappear as the tale is told, the eyes
narrowing each time as the story hurtles
towards its chilling denouement, one of the
most fondly remembered horror stories
ever published by Warren.
Unlike these two prime examples of
pencil and ink, the majority of Ditko’s work
for Warren saw him utilise a ‘wash’
technique, using water and brush to create
a ‘painted on’ effect to the finished pages.
Not easy to correct once applied, it’s
testament to the level of skills reached at
this stage of his career that he adapted to
the technique so efficiently. First used on
‘Spirit of the Thing’ (Creepy #9, June 1966)
Ditko already appears completely at ease,
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and would go on to produce most of his
work at the company in this fashion.
Unfortunately with the resignation of
Goodwin as editor in mid-1967 the
company itself took a big downturn,
suddenly unable or unwilling to pay good
rates to artists any more. Frustrated, Ditko
pulled out too, and for a short while relied
solely on his work for Charlton.
Charlton’s new editor Dick Giordano
was in the process of attempting to
compete with Marvel and DC in the
superhero stakes, launching the companies
own ‘Action Heroes’ line of comics, and
having the former artist of Spider-Man on
the books was the big draw. With a focus
on more ‘ground-level’ heroes, less
fantastical and less reliant on superpowers,
the idea was ready made for an artist whose
own belief system had become informed by
the 'rational' philosophy of Ayn Rand, and
who increasingly sought to examine the
sharp divide between ‘good' and ‘evil’ in his
work, and to what makes a ‘hero’. In such a
context the revival of the super-powered
Captain Atom didn’t make for an easy fit,
so Ditko redesigned the costume at the
same time as drastically reducing his
powers and capabilities. Ditko also helped
revive another superhero for the back up
strip, the Blue Beetle, a character originally
conceived in 1939. Having full control of
the art and plots, Ditko would even on
occasion also handle the scripts under the
guise of ‘D.C. Glanzman’.
Given his own book in early 1967, the
Blue Beetle gained his own newly-created
Ditko back up strip. The cover of ‘Blue
Beetle’ #1 ( June 1967) asked the reader
‘Who Is the Question?’, unveiling a
mysterious faceless masked man in suit and
hat. The answer inside was found to be Vic
Sage, a ‘hard-hitting TV newscaster’,
seeking to expose corruption and injustice
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and seemingly winding up everyone bar
sympathetic TV station owner Sam Starr.
As alter ego the Question, Sage would
ruthlessly seek out criminals and the
corrupt, hidden by a completely faceless
mask and armed only with his fists and his
own sense of clear-cut justice. A clear
inspiration for popular Watchmen
character Rorschach (just as all of
Charlton’s ‘Action Heroes’ were blueprints
for other heroes of that book) Ditko’s
worldview as channeled through the
character made uneasy reading for some.
The Question back up strip in ‘Blue Beetle’
#4 (December 1967) saw Sage beating and
leaving two criminals behind in the sewers,
possibly to be washed away and drowned.
Ditko only saved the strip from editorial
censorship by allowing an additional final
balloon making clear the Question would
call the police to pick the criminals up.
No such concession was needed outside
the mainstream, with Ditko’s purist
Randian character making his debut free
from editorial constraint in Wally Woods’
self published fanzine ‘witzend’. If Woods’
publication didn’t have anywhere near the
profile or distribution of mainstream
companies, the creators involved in the
project were enough for it to gain plenty of
attention, and none more so after the
shockwaves and impact of Ditko’s new
character. Right from the outset of his
startling five page debut, ‘Mr A’ spelt out
his uncompromising creed - ‘Fools will tell
you that there can be no honest person!
That there are no blacks or whites…that
everyone is grey! But if there are no blacks
or whites there cannot be any grey…since
greyness is just a mixture of black and
white! So when one knows what is black,
evil, and what is white, good, there can be
no justification for choosing any part of
evil! Those who do so choose not grey, but

black, evil…and they will be treated
accordingly.’
We’re introduced to young thief Angel,
who falls deeper into trouble after killing a
police officer who is chasing him. Angel
goes into hiding with everyone from
parents to preachers and social workers
blaming everything and everyone but him
for his crimes. Miss Kinder, the social
worker, refuses to believe that he is guilty,
but when she finds him holed up he turns
on her and stabs her. Up on a high roof Mr
A intervenes and leads her to safety, but
only after overcoming the young boy.
Angel falls off the roof in the scuffle, left
desperately hanging onto a flagpole, as Mr
A tends to the wounds of his victim.
Despite the protestations of the social
worker to go and help Angel first, Mr A
simply refuses; “I have no mercy or
compassion for aggressor, only for the
victims…for the innocent.” He leads Miss
Kinder away, leaving Angel to fall to his
death.
The story sent shock waves through the
industry and remains a defining storyline in
comic book history. Years before vigilante
characters such as the Punisher or the more
visceral, violent overtones of the likes of
Wolverine (indeed, in a zeitgeist that would
soon laud a more liberal, inclusive politics
espoused by the likes of Denny O’Neil and
Neal Adams in ‘Green Lantern/Green
Arrow’) the violence and shocking central
metaphor of Mr A’s debut left no room for
misinterpretation. Rationality had led to a
simple choice; it was the victim, not the
villain, who deserved to be helped, and the
‘hero’ simply left the villain to drop to his
death. Comic book professionals and many
many more readers were shocked to the
core, and some would never forgive Ditko,
yet in the world of Mr A, and his artists
own, there were no longer any grey areas,

only black and white. There was nothing,
nothing in between.

was durable enough to see him survive in
some form to this day.

The realisation of both Mr A and the
Question marks the point were Steve Ditko
begins to tread a singular path, the moment
where he sails away from the mainstream
barely able to see the shoreline ever again.
His personal politics become inseparable
from his work, or rather inseparable from
the work that truly matters to him. He
would still touch base with mainstream
comics of course (he’d need to, there was
the rent to pay) but such visits became less
important as time went on. At this point,
where he still believes the philosophy he
espoused could reach a wider audience,
those visits would also become increasingly
bizarre, a case in point being his late 1960’s
work for DC.

Less successful, and completely bizarre,
was Ditko’s next ‘Showcase’ presentation.
‘The Hawk and the Dove’ are two teenage
brothers (with a high court judge for a
father) bestowed powers by some strange
force that reflects their different
personalities. Their strange powers only
appear when needed, and can never be
used for selfish means, yet the two spend
most of the time fighting and arguing
between themselves. Engaging in a student
protest rally, one looks to use actual force
against the protesters while the other seeks
compromise, with the presence of their
tough justice-dispensing father always
sitting in judgement above it all. ‘The Hawk
and the Dove’ saw Ditko trying to blatantly
present his belief system to a mainstream
audience in a palatable way, yet many of his
fellow professionals found his views
anything but palatable. Increasingly
embroiled in arguments with others trying
to reign back his ideas, the continual battles
would exasperate his tuberculosis which
returned with a vengeance around this
time. Forced to take more of a back seat, by
the time he was back both titles had already
sailed adrift from any original intent and
were failing.

DC’s ‘Showcase’ #73 (April 1968)
introduces new Ditko creation the Creeper,
announcing his presence to the world with
a cackling laugh. Visually impressive with
bright yellow skin and flowing red mane,
the character possessed no super powers to
speak of other than, through the use of a
special serum, increased strength and
athleticism. Alter-ego Jack Ryder is a
character built in the Ditko mould, a cleancut ‘moral crusader’ who loses his job as a
TV commentator after on-air criticism of
the shows sponsor. Ryder is able to
summon up the yellow/red look at will,
striking fear into his foes along with that
ever-present, demonic laugh. Quickly
awarded his own bi-monthly title ‘Beware
the Creeper’, the storylines quickly lose
momentum due to changes with the
scripting. Denny O’Neil, a writer
diametrically opposed to Ditko’s own
political worldview, soon took over,
watering down Ditko’s original vision. If
initially deemed a failure, the distinctive
look and original concept of the character

Ditko would increasingly showcase his
more personal, uncompromising outlook
through his work in the next decade.
Mainstream work for the likes of Charlton,
all seemingly solid enough, still gave the
impression of being of less importance to
him than his more personal, philosophical
work, seen by many as not so much
‘comics’ as political dogma, diatribe and
sloganeering. It’s fair to say that further
appearances by Mr A and others do read as
more preachy, their plots and dialogue, if
any, concerned more with repeated

sloganeering than telling an actual story.
But such criticisms were of no concern to
Steve Ditko. All that matters was the work,
and producing the work that he wanted.
When forced to touch base with the
mainstream to pay the bills, Ditko would
still remain choosy about what projects
he’d even consider undertaking. With
Goodman long gone from Marvel, and Stan
Lee himself ensconced on the East Coast
looking to break the company into movies,
Ditko was approached about a possible
return in the late 1970’s. Hesitant at first,
the artist ruled out any possible return to
either Spider-Man or Doctor Strange, and
declaring he had no interest either in
depicting any Marvel character he himself
regarded as flawed.’ Left with little to
choose from, the fact that Ditko’s second
coming at Marvel involved work on the
likes of ‘Machine Man’ speaks volumes
both about himself and the state of the
company. Much of this work remains
fondly remembered, even if at the time
there was the overwhelming sense that
Ditko’s style, as adrift of what was around
him as he had always been, had fallen
completely out of fashion. Even now, at a
company increasingly concerned with
corporate dictates and whose books
seemed with one or two exceptions almost
indistinguishable from each other, nobody
did Ditko like Ditko.
Forever the aberration, forever his own
man, Steve Ditko would continue to
plough his own furrow into the next decade
and beyond, producing the work that
mattered to him for the rest of his life.
AUTHOR:
PETER GOULDSON
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CROSSROADS
OF INFINITY!

THE FANTASTIC FOUR IN 1966
A demigod who devours whole worlds to feed his hunger. A man whose very voice can shatter
rock. A cold, detached being riding a surfboard out among the stars…and a giant dog with
electrical antennae sticking out of its head. Peter Gouldson takes a closer look as
Marvel’s first family live out a 1966 psycho-drama.

W

riter/editor Stan Lee and
artist Jack Kirby,
alongside fellow Marvel
artist Steve Ditko, kickstarted what is
today a billion-dollar franchise, the
origins of which can be traced right back
to the Lee/Kirby ‘Fantastic Four’ #1
(Nov 1961). Debates continue
surrounding the peak creative moments
of what followed, but few could argue
that the Lee/Kirby partnership itself
came into its own in the mid-1960’s,
particularly on that very title. It’s
perhaps here where we see a wonderful
last gasp of unparalleled creative
endeavour, forged in perfect unison,
before later divisions and acrimony
grew.
The title had maintained a high
standard of quality from the start, yet
writer and artist seem to move up a gear
sometime in 1965. Major events such as
the wedding of Reed Richards (Mr
Fantastic himself ) to fellow team
member Sue Storm (the Invisible Girl)
saw a whole host of fellow Marvel
superheroes invited to share in the
celebrations, with as many super villains
in attendance putting a dampener on the
big day! Just as much fun as it all sounds,
‘Bedlam in the Baxter Building’
(Fantastic Four Annual #3, 1965) just
proved what a roll Lee and Kirby were
on with both men even making their

own cameo appearances, turning up late
for the wedding bash and being refused
entry.
The soap opera status of the strip
continued in the issues that followed,
with Ben Grimm (The Thing) becoming
more ill at ease with his permanent
altered state, and Johnny Storm (Human
Torch) playing escort to a string of
girlfriends. The newlyweds marriage
seems to hit the rocks early on too; as
Richards becomes more withdrawn,
engrossed in his scientific research.
Memorable issues included the
introduction of a bona fide match for the
group in the form of the Frightful Four,
(against whom our heroes would lose
their battles as much as triumph) and
having to fight for their lives after a
temporary loss of their powers against
arch nemesis Doctor Doom.
If not quite managing to fully
extinguish the fire of Kirby’s pencils,
inker Vince Colletta had, for a while
now, given it a damn good try, laying to
waste much of the dynamism and punch
of Kirby’s visuals. Luckily the book got a
new lease of life with Joe Sinnott taking
over the inks with #44 (November
1965). Sinnott’s classy inking somehow
allow the visuals to take off into the
stratosphere, with the reader soon
accompanying Johnny Storm as he

‘meets the family’ of new beau Crystal.
Of course this being the Marvel
Universe it proves to be anything but
straightforward, as he finds out Crystal
belongs to a race of ‘Inhumans’ hidden
away from Homo Sapiens. We’d already
been introduced to foot-stomping
Gorgon, able to shatter buildings with
the stamp of his cloven foot, as he seeks
Medusa (of the Frightful Four, herself
found to belong to that same secretive
race) and to return her home. Alongside
an increasingly bewildered Johnny
Storm we also get to meet Triton the
amphibian, karate-chopping Karnak
and pet pooch Lock-Jaw, a giant
slobbering dog with electrical antenna
on his head enabling him and those
around to be transported anywhere.
Best of all was leader and ruler Black
Bolt, the strong silent type (a good thing
as his voice could shatter rock) along
with his mad brother Maximus, forever
scheming to dethrone his sibling and
lead the Inhumans into battle against the
human race.
Such high concepts seem to slot into
the book with ease, and the epic nature
of the storyline continued into 1966.
With #46, ‘Those That Would Destroy
Us’ and #47, ‘Beware the Hidden Land’.
the Kirby covers alone seem a highlight
of their time, and even by the time the
Inhumans returned back into hiding in
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their ‘Great Refuge’, the impact had been
so great that readers sensed it wouldn’t be
long before they’d be seeing them again.
However, Lee and Kirby were just
warming up.
‘The Coming of Galactus’ (#48, March
1966) left the readership with no time to
catch their breath. Only taking leave of
the Inhumans on page 5, panel 7, Lee
leads us straight into the next storyline
with a nonchalant ‘…but life goes on…’ in
much the same way as if we were being
shown someone crossing the street.
Instead we’re hurtled out into the depths
of the cosmos and the rather startling
sight of a strange silver being, riding a
surfboard. In truth Lee himself was jolted
when he’d first seen Kirby’s finished
pencils, asking the artist ‘what’s with the
guy on the surfboard?” Kirby explained
that he’d thought a being known as a
Devourer of Worlds would need some
kind of scout, a herald, searching the stars
ahead and looking for new planets to feed
his master’s hunger. Lee’s script (‘…a
being whom we shall call the Silver Surfer
for want of a better name’) betrays his
own formative feelings towards a
character in whom he saw huge
possibilities from the outset.
As anyone steeped in the lore of the
book could see, the stakes suddenly seem
very high. Observing from the stars even
the fearsome, warlike Skrulls observe the
coming of Galactus’ herald and panic. The
Watcher, that mysterious being forbidden
to interfere in matters of the Universe,
began to, um, interfere, shielding the
earth from sight with a planet-wide flame.
Heck, even Reed Richards skipped
shaving, developing a severe five-o’clock
shadow. Things were serious!
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Visually stunning, the arrival of
Galactus’ ship and the unveiling of the
‘Devourer of Worlds’ himself leaves a
genuine, palpable sense of impending
doom. Lee’s dialogue rises to the
challenge, the script adding a sense
grandeur to proceedings (“My journey is
ended…this planet shall sustain me until it
has been drained of all elemental life”).
Armed with typewriter, pencil, ink and
their own boundless imaginations, Lee
and Kirby give more of a profound sense
of drama and gravitas in one single panel
here than the exact same scene cribbed
for a multi-million dollar film adaptation
decades later. Galactus himself seems of
demigod status , a being beyond good and
evil, not looking to destroy the world out
of spite or megalomania. Needing the
nourishment of the energy force of the
planet itself, he’s merely here for a snack.
Issue #49, ‘If This Be Doomsday’ is peak
Marvel and one of Jack Kirby’s finest
moments, with the close up faces of the
FF on the splash as they helplessly
observe proceedings immediately
followed by a double page spread as the
Watcher pleads on behalf of the planet to
fellow giant Galactus. Even in a Marvel
Universe suddenly full of possibilities,
exploding at the seams with Cosmic
Cubes, Ragnarrok and Eternity, there was
simply nothing else quite like this, a
comic book giving a whole generation of
readers a true sense of place in the
cosmos at a time when we’d still yet to
conquer our nearest rock. The Human
Torch, sent on an errand ‘to the centre of
infinity’ to fetch the one item that just
might thwart Galactus, returns almost
broken (‘…we’re like ants, just ants!”) at
the realisation of how inconsequential our
tiny planet truly is. If the item he fetches,

the Ultimate Nullifier, turns out to be
little more than a Deus Ex Machina, Lee
manages to circumvent the feeble plot
device with the richness of his dialogue,
with Galactus himself aghast at what the
Watcher has wrought (“You have given a
match to a child who lives in a
tinderbox!”).
With so much kicking off Lee and
Kirby remind us not to forget about that
cool guy on the surfboard. In a break from
the main action we delve deeper into the
Surfer’s own motivation and servitude,
The Thing’s blind girlfriend Alicia sensing
his nobility and virtues (‘You’re not just a
soulless monster! You too have emotions,
I knew it! I felt it from the first’). It’s
through this blind woman that the Surfer
truly sees humanity for the first time,
senses their fear and panic, and for the
first time he feels pity. He defies Galactus,
turning his back on his master and is
exiled to earth for his troubles. Becoming
his own particular favourite of his stable
of characters, Lee would go on to use the
Surfer as a vehicle for his own
observations of the human condition and
the state of the planet.
It’s important to remember all this
(unusually) wasn’t in self-contained
instalments from issue to issue. As we’ve
seen, that initial Inhumans saga had
ended five pages into #48, just as now
mid-issue events come to their end and
we move on to the next storyline. It was
as if the conventions and structures of the
form could no longer contain all the ideas
and innovation, with Lee and Kirby
stumbling over themselves to get on to
the next memorable moment before it
dissipates in their own collective mind.
The more downbeat yet ultimately
uplifting Issue #51, ’This Man…This

Monster,’ brought things down to earth
with a bump, as the Fantastic Four pause
and take stock of themselves and their
lives before moving on. We have Ben
Grimm, jealous of the apparent bond
between the Surfer and Alicia (she still
loves ya’ really you big fool) walking out
on the team and wandering the streets in
a self-pitying stupor. We have the Torch
newly enrolled at Metro Collage, and Sue
more and more distanced from her
husband as Reed becomes obsessed with
further bolstering the planets defences.
Beyond all that we have our nominal ‘bad
guy’, a bitter, twisted unnamed scientist,
jealous of the success and adulation
bestowed on Richards, and out to destroy
the Fantastic Four. His ‘subliminal short
range Influencer’ lures a comatose Thing
to his lair, where he’s able to subdue and
impersonate him, invading the Baxter
Building disguised as Ben Grimm just as
Richards himself is off through a portal,
exploring ‘…the limitless dimensions of
the crossroads of infinity, the junction to
everywhere!’ With next to no ‘action’ or
super heroics, ‘This Man…This Monster’
gets to the heart of Richards’ own nobility
and bravery, the good in him sensed by
the man who has come to destroy him. As
things go wrong our ‘bad guy’ realises it’s
Richards life that needs saving and not his
own (“I never did a worthwhile thing in
my life, but now I finally get the chance.”)
Utilising The Thing’s strength he’s able to
hurtle Richards back to safety, leaving
himself hopelessly adrift in the void. It
sounds corny yet it was actually unique,
moving and uplifting, more than living up
to the hype on its own splash as ‘quite
possibly…one of the greatest illustrated
epics yet.’
Still on a roll, the very next issue sees

Lee and Kirby introducing one of the
most iconic Marvel characters of all time.
T’Challa, chieftain King of Wakanda,
invites the Fantastic Four to his
homeland, a ruse in order that he can don
the ritualistic garb and inherited mantle
of the ‘Black Panther’ and defeat them in
‘the greatest hunt of all’. However, rather
than just another stereotypical ‘noble
savage’ of the times, T’Challa just
happens to be a scientific genius as well as
one of the richest men on the planet, due
to his homeland being the sole home to
the priceless vibranium. Almost
overcoming the FF singlehandedly with
his enhanced Panther skills, the real
villain of the piece, Klaw, the Master of
Sound, is introduced in the following
issue, seeking the vibranium he knows is
there to power his own ‘sound
transformer’. Going on to enjoy eventual
enrolment into the ranks of the Avengers,
the impact and legacy of the Black
Panther is still felt today, the very name
itself pre-dating (just) the formation of
the Black Panther Party in the US. There
had only been a smattering of black ‘hero’
figures in comics before him, and none
with superpowers. Among its fine
achievements that year, years before the
likes of Luke Cage, Blade or even Captain
America’s buddy, the Falcon, the book
thus becomes the birthplace of the first
superhero of African descent in
mainstream comic books,.

of the year. The craziest of endings to that
craziest of years comes with the
unforgettable sight of Doctor Doom,
having stolen ‘the power comic’ from a
naive and gullible Surfer, taking his own
ride on the fabled surfboard. It just
seemed to sum up the times, and perhaps
no other ending for that year would have
sufficed. Lee himself would look back and
declare this set of issues as his favourite
comic book stories of all time.
Hindsight is a wonderful thing. It
allows us from the cosy vantage point of
‘now’ to look back and say ‘well now,…
that, that was all a bit special, wasn’t it?’
The beauty of the Fantastic Four in 1966
however was that everybody knew at the
time just how special it all was, not least
the two men who brought it all to life.
Before the acrimony, the bitterness and
disputes, the lack of renumeration, two
men who enjoyed working together, who
knew they were rather quite good at their
job, had an absolute ball pushing the form
further than ever before in terms of
cosmic scope.
It’s rarely, if ever, been matched since.
They simply don’t make ‘em like that
anymore.
AUTHOR:
PETER GOULDSON
All Images ©2022 Marvel Characters Inc,
All Rights Reserved.

Lee and Kirby knew they’d hit pay dirt
with an array of impressive new
characters, and mined it for all it was
worth. The Panther saga was interspersed
with the return of the Inhumans, who for
a while became part of a rotating cast of
supporting characters (including the
Surfer) that would see out the remainder
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RANGER
From its cover of a smiling young rocket pilot to its back cover featuring a
Mallard locomotive and the story of a racing car that narrowly missed being
hit by a speeding diesel, Ranger was meant to feel modern and exciting.

I

t was created by Leonard
Matthews, the director at
Fleetway Publications
responsible for their juvenile
publications, who had over twenty-five
years’ experience as both a hands-on
editor and as a manager who had seen
the launch of Princess, Buster, Valiant
and Look and Learn. This was his Eagle,
with forty oversized photogravureprinted pages mixing entertainment and
education. Why, then, did it fail so
badly, after only forty issues?
Matthews was also in charge of onetime Fleetway rivals, Odhams, where
managing editor Alf Wallace had
attempted to create a modern version in
the shape of Boy’s World, which had
lasted 89 issues, folding in October
1964. Almost immediately, Matthews
began putting together his own
replacement for the by then ailing
Eagle.
However, far from being a new Eagle,
Ranger merged two of Matthews’
favourite titles, coupling the
photographic features of Look and
Learn, the company’s most successful
juvenile launch of the Sixties, with the
adventure strips that had made
Knockout (which Matthews had
worked on for 17 years) so popular in
the 1940s.
“For many years I have edited many
types of magazines, but I have always
wanted to produce a first-class paper for
boys,” said Matthews, as he recalled
classic boys’ papers of the past,

including The Magnet, home of Billy
Bunter, Boy’s Own Paper, Chums and
Modern Boy, which had published
Capt. W. E. Johns’ Biggles stories, in a
‘Letter from the editor’ to readers of
Ranger’s debut issue.
In the same piece he explained “Some
years ago boys’ magazines were full of
long written stories. Now a demand has
arisen for picture-stories, much to the
dismay of many fathers who would like
to see their sons ‘reading’ instead of
‘looking’ at picture-stories. But boys
know what they want and will not
accept what they do not want. I have
produced a paper in which there is a lot
of reading matter and a lot of pictures so
that, I hope, everybody will be pleased.”
Of course, compromises rarely please
anyone—parent buying the paper for
their sons were unhappy that half the
paper was comic strips, while the boys
reading the paper found themselves
skipping over the text that made up half
the content.
Ranger had a feel of coming from an
earlier age. John Hunter’s ‘The Range
Rider’ was a western serial reprinted
from Chums dating back to 1925, while
a series on pirates and treasure hunting
by Capt. W. E. Johns originated in
Modern Boy in 1938. Comic strip
adaptations of Shakespeare’s ‘Macbeth’
and Stevenson’s ‘Treasure Island’ would
not have been out of place in The
Children’s Newspaper. ‘Rob Riley’ was a
schoolboy story of a type that was
favoured by boys’ story papers dating
back to the 1860s.

The main concession to the modern
was science fiction, which had grown in
popularity since the Second World War,
in part due to Eagle’s ‘Dan Dare’, the
success of ‘Journey Into Space’ on radio,
best-selling books by John Wyndham,
Arthur C. Clarke and others, and
television’s Quatermass and Doctor
Who.
‘Space Cadet’ was naval cadets in
space, with Nelson’s flagship Victory
central to the plot about battling
pirates, written by Mike Butterworth, a
keen reader of history (and particularly
fond of Nelson) who had served in the
Royal Navy during the war.
Butterworth was no stranger to
science fiction, having created ‘Jet-Ace
Logan’ a decade earlier, but his chief
interest was history, which could be
seen in the DNA of his biggest success—
and the strip that Ranger is
remembered for today—‘The Rise and
Fall of the Trigan Empire’.
Butterworth was, said Matthews,
“the best scriptwriter that we had at the
time, without exception.” Handed a
draft of the first episode, the author was
told to take it from there—although
where was up to him. The title
suggested a parallel with the Roman
Empire, inspired as it was by Edward
Gibbons' History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire.
Comparisons between the Trigan and
Roman Empires are inevitable: like
Rome, Trigan City wasn’t built in a day;
it shares with Rome the defensive
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position, located on five hills with one
side bounded by a major river; close to
the ocean, easily accessible via the River
Pyx, it is a major commercial hub for
trade and expands rapidly, the population
soaring as Trigan City becomes the
centre of a growing empire.
At the story’s opening, the nomadic
tribes of Vorg, ruled over by three
brothers (Trigo, Klud and Brag), are
brought together by an invasion by the
neighbouring Lokans. A deputation from
the tribesmen ask that one man should be
named supreme commander. The people
vote overwhelmingly in favour of Trigo
over his brother Klud. Trigo founds the
city from which the empire grows, a mix
of military might and by offering
protection to, and trade with, other
nations, much as Rome extended its
influence.
‘The Rise and Fall of the Trigan
Empire’ was unlike any comic strip
before it. It was truly an epic; the action
was on a grand scale and its characters
heroic. Mike Butterworth was able to
draw on his many years of experience
writing historical strips featuring
everyone from Robin Hood to Rob Roy;
sweeping, extravagant battle scenes were
nothing new to him.
What was new was the grand scale of
Don Lawrence’s artwork. At 25½ x 32
cm, Ranger was larger than all of
Fleetway's other comics (although still a
little smaller than Eagle) and the
oversized pages showed off the
sumptuous artwork to its best advantage.
Lawrence based his Trigan artwork on
historical Rome, with Greek architecture
and elements of Egypt and feudal Britain
thrown in for good measure (and as the
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stories required them).
Lawrence’s career had been somewhat
chequered up to that point. He had used
an Army gratuity to study art, but had
grown bored and failed his final exam. He
had worked for Mick Anglo’s studio,
drawing westerns and the Marvelman
superhero strip until falling out with
Anglo over pay. He found work on
westerns and historical strips at Odhams
and Amalgamated Press, drawing ‘Olac
the Gladiator’, ‘Karl the Viking’ and
‘Maroc the Mighty’.
A colour ‘Karl’ strip for an annual
earned him a place on ‘Trigan Empire’, a
strip he was to paint for the next eleven
years, earning himself a position
alongside Frank Hampson, Frank
Bellamy and Ron Embleton as one of
Britain's finest comic adventure strip
creators.
Lawrence was not the only talented
artist to work on Ranger. Curiously, a
Frank Hampson illustration found its way
onto the back cover of the first issue,
originally drawn for a proposed series for
Eagle but used here for the first time. The
early issues also included John Millar
Watt (adapting Treasure Island) and
Michael Hubbard (who adapted H. Rider
Haggard's King Solomon's Mines and
Allan Quatermain). For all their artistic
quality, the strips were text heavy and
moved too slowly when compared to the
modern comic strip of the mid-1960s,
adding to the paper's old-fashioned feel.
One fast-moving tale that enjoyed an
outing in Ranger was ‘Britons Never
Never Never Shall Be Slaves’—better
known to the world as Asterix the Gaul.
The strip, from the French paper Pilote,
was given a complete thumbs-down by

the readers and even John Sanders, who
translated and rewrote the scripts,
admitted his attempt to anglicise the strip
was a disaster.
Sanders, a one-time features editor on
the Daily Sketch, had spent three years as
editor of Look and Learn and was, by
1964, looking to move. “I wanted to get
to grips with picture strip stories which
were the company’s essential business.
Truth to tell, I had my eye on running the
show from the top, and I knew I couldn’t
do that without an understanding of
comics.”
He welcomed the move to Ranger, but
discovered that the content had already
been set by Leonard Matthews. “Leonard
was the man in total charge. I simply put
the paper to bed,” recalls Sanders. “For
me this was an excellent learning curve,
and it allowed Leonard to indulge all his
fancies. He wanted to turn the clock back
30 years to the Wild West, highwaymen,
all the things of his boyhood. In the 1960s
Ranger was out of date before it started—
it was doomed from the start.”
Hitting newsagents on 13 September
1965 (dated the 18th), Ranger launched
with a pair of free gifts, booklet on ‘The
BOAC VC10’ (1st issue), and the ‘Donald
Campbell Book of Record Breakers’
(2nd), the latter (and two subsequent
issues) including colour pictures for the
booklet.
Forty photogravure pages, 18-20 of
them in colour, meant a high price had to
be asked. One shilling was still cheaper
than Look and Learn’s 1/3d., but that was
an educational magazine that was
predominantly bought by adults.
Compare it to that TV Century 21, also
launched in 1965: that was also

decide what needed changing, and have
scripts and artwork prepared.

The Trigan Empire’
went on to greater
success Look and Learn sold
considerably better
than Ranger and the
epic science fiction
tale was now read by
an audience of over
half a million.
beautifully illustrated, photogravure
printed, and had the advantage of
featuring some of the most popular
shows on TV (Fireball XL5, Stingray, The
Daleks, Get Smart, etc.) all for just over
half the price (7d.).
Ranger could not compare. "I knew
nothing about picture strips and even I
knew it was all wrong," says John
Sanders.
Because of the way comics are
produced, getting accurate sales figures
takes time. A paper would be a dozen
issues old before figures for the first
month are available, and a further six
issues would be in various stages of
production. It would also take time to

While a number of stories naturally
came to an end, to be replaced by others,
a more substantial change occurred with
Ranger’s 22nd issue (12 February 1966),
with the number of colour pages
dropping to 12-14 a week, and new
content introduced (an adaptation of
‘Moby Dick’, beautifully drawn by Italian
Franco Caprioli). A week later, a new SF
story, ‘Rip Solar’ was launched (actually
an abridged reprint of an old ‘Captain
Condor’ strip from Lion) along with two
foreign reprints, the western, ‘Dan
Dakota—Lone Gun’ from Argentina and
‘The Black Arrow’ from Italy.
A month later, with issue 26, the price
rose to 1/3d. and the following week the
colour content was again reduced. The
feature ‘The Story of the Soldier’ was
replaced by ‘My Scrapbook of the British
Soldier’, written and drawn by Eric R.
Parker. Parker had been associated with
the paper since its debut as one of the
artists working in the Experimental Art
department who would have helped
develop the new paper. Parker was one of
the main visualisers for pages on both
Look and Learn and Ranger; even where
other artists produced the final image,
Parker’s strength of design showed
through. Covers by James McConnell,
Harry Lindfield, Don Lawrence, Edwin
Phillips and Wilf Hardy certainly
benefitted.

few issues were put through the
production process in the spring, the
final issue, the 40th, dated 18 June 1966.
Ranger was quietly merged with Look
and Learn but had a major impact since
Look and Learn had previously carried
only a few comic strips. The new
combined title now included ‘Rob Riley’,
‘Dan Dakota’, ‘Rodney Stone’, ‘In the
Days of Good Queen Cleo’ (continuing
the adventures of Asterix), ‘Jason January
Space Cadet’ and ‘The Rise and Fall of
the Trigan Empire’, plus features ‘Into
the Blue’ and ‘My Scrapbook of the
British Soldier’.
Of these, ‘The Trigan Empire’ went on
to greater success—Look and Learn sold
considerably better than Ranger and the
epic science fiction tale was now read by
an audience of over half a million,
cementing its place in the canon of
British comics. A high quality, 12-volume
collection reprinting from original
artwork where possible appeared in
2004-09, these pages have been the
source for Rebellion’s latest reprints.
As for Ranger, it too has recently been
celebrated in the book Ranger: The
National Boys’ Magazine from Bear Alley
Books, a history and index compiled by
Steve Holland and David Slinn.
AUTHOR:
STEVE HOLLAND

By April 1966, it was obvious that the
paper was not going to survive. Although
strips based on ‘Around the World in
Eighty Days’ (a reprint) and Arthur
Conan Doyle’s ‘Rodney Stone’ (new)
were introduced towards the end, the last
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SMASH

Odhams Press, who were based in Long Acre, London, had a good pedigree
in producing various notable titles over the years, from the hugely popular
Mickey Mouse Weekly in 1936 to the stunningly illustrated but less successful
Boys’ World in 1963.

T

he company had originated
in the 1870s as William
Odhams, named after its
proprietor. By 1964, Odhams had
become a subsidiary of IPC, as had
Fleetway, but both companies
continued to operate independently
and even rival each other.
Following the popularity of their
1964 launch of Wham!, Odhams
decided to release a companion comic
in the same style. Smash! No.1 arrived
in newsagents on Tuesday 1st February
1966, complete with a free cardboard
gun and promoted with advertising in
newspapers and on TV. (Short TV ads
for new British comics were
commonplace back then, and
encouraged many kids to rush to the
newsagents to grab any new
publication.)
Like Wham!, the new weekly
contained several humour strips of an
irreverent and lively nature, plus a few
adventure serials. It also had the major
talents of Leo Baxendale, Ken Reid, and
other artists on board, who had made
Wham! so enjoyable.
The characters in that first issue
included Ronnie Rich, who stood to
inherit a million pounds if he could get
rid of the money he already had. Drawn

by Gordon Hogg, a distinctive artist
who at the time was also drawing Glugg
for Wham! and a monthly adult strip for
the men’s magazine Fiesta. Another
Smash! artist, Stan McMurtry, who
drew Percy’s Pets, was better known as
‘Mac’, the political cartoonist of the
Daily Mail. George Parlett, who drew
The Tellybugs, was a veteran artist who
had contributed to many British
comics, and was the brother of Reg
Parlett, one of Fleetway’s top
cartoonists.
The early issues of Smash! featured a
full colour centrespread starring Space
Jinx, a character who brought nothing
but bad luck to any spaceship he found
himself on. It was written and
illustrated by Brian Lewis, a superb
artist who could master both realistic
and cartoony styles. Other regular
Smash! artists were Graham Allen on
The Nervs, Ron Spencer on The Swots
and the Blots, and Burt Vandeput on
the adventure strip Brian’s Brain.
Odhams had certainly assembled a
strong line up of talent. Baxendale
himself would be responsible for the
covers of the early issues and the
Grimly Feendish strip on the back page.
Feendish (“The Rottenest Crook in the
World”) was a spin-off from Baxendale’s
Eagle Eye, Junior Spy strip in Wham!

and would become a very popular
character, recently revived by Tom
Paterson for Rebellion’s humour
specials.
Ken Reid’s contribution was the
highly detailed Queen of the Seas,
concerning the misadventures of
Captain Enoch Drip and his one man
crew Bertram Bloop, inspired by
characters played by Eric Sykes and
Ronnie Barker in the 1964 film The
Bargee. For this strip, Reid returned to
the concept of disastrous sea vessels
similar to his Jonah strip in The Beano
in the 1950s, but Queen of the Seas was
even more intensely manic and
intricately drawn.
Edited by “Alf and Cos” (in reality
Alfred Wallace and Albert Cosser)
Smash! was off to a strong start with
wild robust humour and a couple of
adventure strips to break up the
comedy. The humour strips often
included contemporary references to
pop culture so they felt very “with it”, to
use a Sixties phrase.
In the early issues, Smash! reprinted
Ron Embleton’s time travel war strip
Phantom Patrol from Swift comic,
retitled as Ghost Patrol, but perhaps
war stories didn’t appeal to the cool
kids who were buying Smash! because
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it was soon dropped and stories of
warfare were absent in the comic for a
few years. (A welcome relief, considering
how stories of World War 2 were so
prevalent in many other comics back
then.)
As Smash! evolved during that first
year, even more new stories would
arrive, and the comic expanded from 24
pages to 28 to accommodate them. (On
the minus side, the full colour
centrespread became black and white
after issue 8.)

Issue 15 saw the arrival of The
Rubberman; Jim Hollis, whose body
became as stretchable as rubber due to a
curse. The UK’s version of Plastic Man
and Mister Fantastic, The Rubberman’s
adventures were written by Ken Mennell
and drawn by Alfredo Marculeta.

A memorable and very bizarre story
was Moon Madness, drawn by Brian
Lewis in his realistic style. This seven
part story began with a gigantic clawed
paw appearing out of nowhere in the
Perthshire countryside and attacking
cattle. The following weeks saw other
limbs appearing elsewhere, and then a
furry torso on legs, causing panic and
destruction as they crawled across
farmland and villages to eventually
combine into one huge alien creature
(yes, complete with head). Impervious to
attacks from aircraft the creature then
disappeared! There was a footnote
promising a sequel called Silverlight the
Moon Man, about a human who had
been altered by touching the alien’s fur,
but to this day that story has never
appeared.

With new stories popping up in rapid
succession, it kept Smash! fresh and
exciting, and the readers didn’t know
what to expect next. We certainly never
expected The Incredible Hulk, whose
adventures began in issue 16 in May of
1966. Due to a deal between Marvel
Comics and Odhams, the Hulk was the
first of the Marvel superheroes to debut
in a British weekly, reprinting the
American material with the panels
resized for the larger British format to fit
approximately two Marvel pages onto
one Smash! page, and serialising each
story into two or three weekly parts. For
many young readers, this was their first
introduction to Marvel characters. As
other Marvel reprints began to appear in
Odhams’ other comics it became the
perfect way to catch up on the early
1960s strips by Stan Lee, Jack Kirby,
Steve Ditko and all, and an incentive to
seek out the imported American comics.

The Legend Testers also began in
Smash! No.9, illustrated by Jordi Bernet,
wherein Rollo Stones and Danny
Charters, two time travellers from the far
future, were assigned to check out the
authenticity of ancient artefacts. That
may sound like a boring premise but their
investigations led to them discovering
that creatures from myth such as

Issue 20 presented another superhero,
but not a Marvel character this time.
Reprints of DC’s Batman newspaper strip
began on the cover of Smash! No.20, and
became a permanent fixture there until
1968. (The exception being issue 34 when
the strips were late arriving from the
USA so Odhams put the Hulk on the
cover instead.) In 1966, the Batman TV
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werewolves and trolls were real,
establishing it as one of the most exciting
strips in the comic.

series was a huge success on television so
having the Caped Crusader headlining
Smash! every week was a coup for
Odhams, and undoubtedly a major factor
in the comic’s success.
The appeal of Smash! was in its variety
of content; original home-grown humour
and adventure strips combined with
reprints of popular American
superheroes made it feel as one fan once
said “like a good night on the telly”. Even
though Wham! gained reprints of The
Fantastic Four, it was still mainly a
humour comic, but Smash! had a good
balance of action and comedy.
Impressive as Smash! was, it had lost
one of its major contributors early into its
run. Leo Baxendale had chosen to move
on, working for Fleetway instead (who
paid a higher page rate). Leo’s Smash!
features such as Bad Penny and The Man
From B.U.N.G.L.E. were taken over by
other artists such as Graham Allen and
Mike Lacey, trying their best to emulate
Baxendale’s style. One artist who seemed
to have completely mastered Leo’s
techniques was Mike Brown, but it
wasn’t until 1978 when Baxendale
revealed in his autobiography A Very
Funny Business that many of Mike
Brown’s pages had been a collaborative
effort. Without the editors knowing, Leo
had been secretly supplying Mike with
the pencilled pages for him to finish and
ink, therefore allowing Baxendale to
continue working covertly for Odhams as
well as publicly for their rivals at
Fleetway.
The popular contents of Smash!
continued into 1967, encouraging
Odhams to expand their range of what
they’d now dubbed “Power Comics”.

New weeklies Pow!, Fantastic, and
Terrific were launched in quick
succession as companions to Wham!
and Smash! but enjoyable as they all
were, many readers could not afford all
five comics. The resulting effects
became evident in early 1968 when
Wham! merged into Pow! and shortly
after Fantastic absorbed Terrific. It
seemed Smash! was still a strong seller
but it was experiencing its own setback
as the Hulk reprints were dropped
because they’d caught up with the
American comics. Reprints of
Daredevil, which had begun a few
months earlier, were an unsatisfying
substitute.
Towards the end of 1968 the situation
worsened, with all the comics merging
into one. Titled Smash! and Pow!
Incorporating Fantastic, it increased to
36 pages but that did little to placate
readers. On the positive side, the comic
had gained Mike Higgs’ superb spy
spoof The Cloak from Pow!, and Ken
Reid was at the top of his game drawing
The Nervs; a grotesque version of The
Beezer’s Numskulls.
Behind the scenes though, trouble
was afoot. IPC had decided to fold the
ailing Odhams Press and Fleetway
together, and from the start of 1969 IPC
Magazines Ltd became the publisher,
putting the old Fleetway editors in
charge. IPC disliked the cheeky,
unconventional tone of Smash! and
editor Jack LeGrand chose to drop
popular strips like The Cloak and The
Nervs because they didn’t fit the new
image he had in mind for the comic.
The Marvel reprints were jettisoned
too, and on 8th March 1969 the comic
had a complete facelift with only a

handful of the old stories remaining,
joined by many new characters. Smash!
had suddenly become more traditional
to resemble Lion and Valiant. Its cover
declared it to be “Britain’s Biggest Boys’
Paper” which must have been a
disappointment to all the girls who used
to write in to the old Smash!
Highpoints of the revamp included
supernatural serial Cursitor Doom by
Eric Bradbury, the darkly grimy
adventures of Victorian escapologist
Janus Stark drawn by Solano Lopez,
and Leo Baxendale was back, doing
superb work on The Swots and the
Blots. It was still a good comic on the
whole, but compared to its early days
Smash! suddenly felt very ordinary and
conservative. Although Ken Reid’s
darkly comic humour had been a
favourite amongst the readers, the new
regime of editors disliked it so much
they wouldn’t employ him, and Ken
found it hard to get work until IPC
started Scorcher comic in 1970, and
then on Jet comic in 1971. However,
even there, with great strips such as Sub
and Faceache, he’d never produce
anything quite as grotesquely manic as
The Nervs or Queen of the Seas again.
Mike Higgs also found himself out of
work, and although he created Space
School for Whizzer and Chips in 1969,
editorial constraints led him to quit the
following year and pursue a career in
newspaper strips and commercial
illustration instead. Leo Baxendale
continued to create hilarious strips for
IPC but when they started reprinting
many of his earlier strips with a policy
of no payment he quit mainstream
comics for good in 1975 to go
independent.

The big revamp of Smash! may have
given it a temporary boost but trouble
was on the horizon. An industrial
dispute with printers held up some
issues of Smash!, Buster, Lion, Valiant,
Sally, and others and then stopped
production of them completely from
November 1970 until February 1971.
That was a long time for young readers
to be without their favourite comics and
for many their attention drifted
elsewhere. By the time the comics
returned it seems it had been decided to
wind Smash! down. Two months later,
in April 1971, Smash! merged into
Valiant. A sad ending for what had been
one of the most entertaining comics of
the 1960s.
The current rights owners, Rebellion,
revived Smash! as a 68 page colour
special in 2020 but despite good content
it had the misfortune of being published
during the Covid lockdown so
accessibility to buy it from shops was
limited. As yet there seem to be no
plans to revive it again.
AUTHOR:
LEW STRINGER
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THE

TRIGAN EMPIRE
When Rebellion Publishing acquired the rights of Fleetway’s back catalogue
between 2016 and 2018. I was somewhat dubious to say the least.

I

nitially, it felt like a betrayal as when
Michael Jackson bought the rights to
The Beatles music in the context of is
this just some money-making scheme? To
be honest I should have been celebrating
due to the fact that a well-respected
company could potentially resurrect some
greats of British comics and reintroduce
them to old and newer readers alike

and bowler hat and if anyone had tv, then it’s
three channels were viewed in black and
white. The takeaway was the local Fish and
Chip shop and only the well off had a
telephone in their own home, the rest of us
had to use the public phone boxes. Now I
could go on and on about this subject but I
know it would start to sound like a Monty
Python ‘When I was a lad’ sketch, so while
I’m ahead I’ll quit. Into this rather drab
Thankfully this has been case and more
so, as they have released some amazing stuff portrayal of urban life, Britain was
undergoing massive changes. Brand new
under the umbrella of Treasury of British
Comics. So far the likes of Janus Stark, Steel housing estates and high rise flats were
Commando, Charley’s War, Death Wish and cropping up all over the place and a cultural
revolution was underway in music, fashion
The Leopard from Lime Street have seen
and lifestyle.
the light of day. On a personal level, one of
my favourites, Roy of The Rovers, has also
Within this changing climate, comics
been brought back to life, though not
were still selling in their hundreds of
reprinted which would have been the easy
thousands on a weekly basis to the kids of
option. No, the storyline has been
the day and this is where my introduction to
completely rebooted with a young Roy Race The Trigan Empire began. I’d often leg it if I
beginning his career at a struggling
spotted my aunties popping round for a
Melchester Rovers in the 2nd Division and
visit, the reason being I wanted to avoid the
we also get to follow the exploits of his
big sloppy kisses and head patting.
younger sister Rocky which is handy with
Sometimes though, they came bearing gifts
the rise in popularity of women’s football.
and I had to endure it. Mostly they’d give me
sweets and comics which was great and well
Bringing things bang up to date, I am
over the moon about the latest release, due worth the torture. As I got a bit older they
replaced the comics with the Look and
out March 2020, The Trigan Empire, as it
not only brings back many happy memories Learn magazine. I soon twigged on that the
publication was designed as an educational
of my childhood but also brings back into
tool for older children, a concept that didn’t
the spotlight the amazing writer Mike
quite sit right for a scruffy kid growing up in
Butterworth and artist Don Lawrence.
Middlesbrough. Now, not only did I have to
To begin with here’s a little historical
endure my aunties unwanted fussing but I
recap for you. Please travel back with me to
had to put on a brave face as they obviously
the mid 1960’s. Britain was still in the
thought I was a bit thick and needed help in
process of recovering from World War Two
the grey matter department. As soon as the
and many old bombsites were still around
aunties had departed the magazine was filed
for kids to play in. Today’s P.C brigade
in the nearest bin and I gave my face a good
would have a nightmare, viewing what we
scrub with grass and mud.
got up to unsupervised. Labour was in
However, my viewpoint changed at junior
power under the leadership of Harold
school,
because whenever it was raining
Wilson, businessmen wore a suit with a tie

during the lunch break we weren’t allowed
out and the unlucky ones were herded into
the library. I say unlucky because we had to
quietly read or face the consequences which
was usually a cuff around the lugs.
Thankfully issues of Look and Learn were
always at hand and seeing I was in an
educational establishment anyway it didn’t
feel like I was being coerced into learning. I
was amazed at the content. Lavish, full-page
illustrations depicting things like Robin
Hood, Richard the Lionheart and The Battle
of Hastings. Stories about Hadrian’s Wall
and Tintagel Castle were done in comic strip
fashion so that even the likes of myself could
absorb and remember key information
easily.
It still contained some dreary stuff that
did nothing for me like the workings of a
combustion engine, what the inside of the
eye looked like and the migration path of the
African Swallow. I just saw no benefit with
that sort of thing as I was flicking Subbuteo
figures around a pitch at home. Perhaps if
there was an issue that mentioned
trajectory, speed and angles it might have
made me a better Subbuteo player but I
doubt if I’d have read it anyway.
What had changed with these later issues
that I read at school was that for some
reason proper comic strips were now
included. By far the best of them was a Sci-fi
strip called The Trigan Empire. No mention
was made of the writer or illustrator of this
fabulous strip and at that stage, I probably
wasn’t bothered about that injustice anyway.
It was the story and fantastic art that had me
drawn in hook, line and sinker. What I could
gather from the disjointed stories I got to
read was that it was set in the distant past on
a faraway planet called Elekton. It was
populated mainly by humanoid races called
The Trigans and The Hericons. The main
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ruling power were The Trigans who wore a
mixture of Ancient Greek and Roman
styled clothing. Their rivals The Hericons
preferred to potter about in Ancient
Persian type attire.
The capital city of The Trigans called
originally enough Trigan City was built on
five hills, nearly as many as Rome which
was built on seven(I learnt that fact from
Look and Learn). The main gist of the tale
was basically a huge ‘What If?’ storyline.
What if the Roman Empire had not
collapsed and was still ruling the world?
Would they have progressed to the extent
of The Trigans who had developed high
tech Ray guns and Space Craft? Who
knows? Heady stuff indeed. The Trigan
Empire first came to life within the pages of
issue one of Ranger magazine in September
1965. Ranger magazine lasted forty issues
until the dreaded ‘Good news inside’
announcement told the readership that it
was biting the dust. It was swallowed up by
Look and Learn magazine from issue 232 of
that aforementioned publication in June
1966, thus explaining why comic strips now
appeared within.
Here’s a little synopsis of the first
storyline that appeared in Ranger:- A
spacecraft is hurtling towards Earth. Inside
are the dead bodies of it’s humanoid
looking crew who had all died of extreme
cold when the craft’s heating system
packed in. Although being human in
appearance it has to be noticed that these
guys are big. Very big! In fact, over twice as
big as the average human male at 12ft tall.
The spacecraft crash lands in a swamp in
Florida where it is rescued and put on
display at a World Fair where it becomes
the main attraction (Yes, I know it would
have been shipped straight off to Area 51 if
set in our time). Volumes of books and
charts are recovered from the vehicle but
no one can decipher the strange writing

and symbols.
One young man called Peter Richard
Haddon devotes his life work to cracking
this code and at the age of seventy with the
aid of a new fangled computer that looks as
big as the one that NASA used when
sending a rocket to the moon he finally
cracks it and is able to begin work on
translating the volumes and charts. What
follows is the tale , charting the rise, of
three brothers, triplets actually, called Brag,
Klud and Trigo who are leaders of a
nomadic tribe inhabiting a country called
Vorg on the planet Elekton. Obviously back
in the real world stuck in my junior school
library on a rainy day, I was blissfully
unaware of any of this storyline as Look
and Learn just carried on where Ranger left
off with no recaps whatsoever. Thankfully
most of us have the ability to view or read
something and still enjoy it without the
need of a recap or full history. A fact proven
when my daughter dragged me to see
Avengers End Game when I hadn’t even
seen Infinity War.
As mentioned previously, The Trigan
Empire was written mostly by Mike
Butterworth and drawn by Don Lawrence.
Mike Butterworth was born in Nottingham
in 1924 and his early interest was mainly in
Art, so much so that one of his first jobs
was as a tutor of drawing at the Nottingham
College of Art. This job didn’t last long and
he eventually found work at Amalgamated
Press which became Fleetway Publications.
Butterworth initially tried his hand at art
but soon realised he was better suited to
script writing. His comic strip writing work
included Max Bravo, the Happy Hussar and
the more well known Battler Britton. He
later turned his attention to writing some
well received crime novels and other books
until his death aged 62 in 1986.
Don Southam Lawrence born in East

Sheen, London in 1928 was one of the
finest comic artists this country has ever
produced. After a stint in the Army due to
National Service Don attended the
Borough Polytechnic Institute where he
studied art. Unbelievably he failed his final
exams. Undeterred he found work at a
small local publishing company where he
drew the superhero Marvelman before
ultimately finding work with Amalgamated
Press were he mostly drew strips for Lion
comic including Karl the Viking, Olac the
Gladiator and Maroc the Mighty which was
penned by Michael Moorcock.
All this fantastic output ensured Don got
the gig for, giving it it’s full title, The Rise
and Fall of The Trigan Empire. Don
worked on The Trigan Empire for eleven
years creating a staggering two pages a
week of high quality graphics while still
finding time to do other work such as
Fireball XL5 for TV Century 21 Comic.
Sadly he was given little credit and
recognition during this period and to make
matters worse British comics at that time
only paid their artists once for their work.
As the Trigan Empire was being reprinted
in lots of foreign countries, Lawrence
wanted a pay rise and a share of royalties
from reprints. He got neither, so he
resigned in 1976 and got the fame and
fortune he deserved with Dutch publishers
Oberon. Don Lawrence inspired such
artists as Brian Bolland and Dave Gibbons.
He even taught a young Chris Weston. Don
died at the age of 75 in 2003 leaving a
marvellous legacy for us to enjoy, check out
the website dedicated to him.
Donlawrence.nl
Michael Todd writes for Infinity and Vive
Le Rock magazines and is easily found on
Facebook.
AUTHOR:
MICHAEL TODD
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BATMAN
IN THE 60’S

For Batman, the 1960s was a decade of churn. New directions were regularly adopted
by publishers DC Comics before having to be abandoned due to commercial exigencies,
some totally unexpected.

I

n that one ten-year period, the
Caped Crusader lurched between
ridiculous and sublime – and the
brutal fact is that it was at his most
absurd that he achieved the greatest
success.
The Batman character proceeded in
the first half of the Sixties pretty much
as it had in the second half of the 1950s.
From approximately the dawn of rock
'n' roll to roughly the Beatles' first
appearance on The Ed Sullivan Show,
Batman was as unhip and cheesy as Pat
Boone. The Batman Universe was
increasingly and incongruously sciencefiction oriented. It was also populated
by an ever-expanding Batman family
that included Ace the Bat-Hound,
Batwoman (not to be confused with
Bat-Girl), Bat-Girl (a child character
not be confused with the later, adult
and unhyphenated, Batgirl) and BatMite (an imp Batman devotee not to be
confused with anything less than
risible). The writers devised stories that
lived down to this freakshow via the
likes of robots, space creatures and mad
scientists. Batman himself often wasn't
Batman but was forced to undergo the
indignity of metamorphoses,
transformed via villainy or accident into
such things as a skyscraper-sized giant,
an antennae-headed green alien and
Bat-Baby.
These days, such Silver Age zaniness
is precisely what motivates adults to
salivatingly compile wants lists for the
period, but at the time even young

readers were clearly sufficiently
sophisticated to understand that
novelty should not be commonplace.
When in 1964 DC appointed Julius
Schwartz editor of its Batman line it was
with the specific purpose of arresting a
steep decline in sales.
"Introducing a 'new look' Batman
and Robin" declared the front cover of
Detective Comics #327, cover-dated
May 1964. The hero appeared sleek and
fresh, symbolised by the yellow oval
now resident behind the bat symbol on
his chest. Robin, meanwhile, was
suddenly no longer a dutiful boy but a
teenager, with all the chippiness that
implied. Batman himself now had an
edge fitting his life-mission of avenging
the slaying of his parents: at one point
in the story, he threatened a villain with
his own confiscated gun.
The following month's Batman (#164)
saw the unveiling of a new set of wheels.
"The original Batmobile has had its
day," Bruce Wayne explained to Dick
Grayson. "The trend now is toward
sports cars – small, manoeuvrable jobs."
The same comic saw a new-look, hightech Batcave and the introduction of a
hotline to Commissioner Gordon. More
changes were being rung in over in
Detective Comics the same month.
Alfred was killed off and replaced by
Dick's Aunt Harriet, a sop to those who
had long complained about the alleged
homosexual undertones to a domestic
set-up involving no females. Schwartz
had to reverse the butler's demise when

told that a forthcoming Batman TV
series would feature the character, but
other modifications took. The members
of the bat family were treated like most
embarrassing relatives are by never
being mentioned, science fiction stories
were banned and a semblance of noir
was engendered by setting stories
wherever practical at night. Batman's
visuals became largely the preserve of
Carmine Infantino. Although Batman's
rinky-dink ears and the cast's
toothpaste smiles now appear slightly
antediluvian, the artist also brought a
musculature and realism to the
character that then seemed very
modern.
And then it was all undone. The
villain who tore asunder Schwartz's
well-laid plans was not the Joker, the
Riddler or Catwoman, but the
aforementioned ABC television series.
The Batman show that ran between
January 1966 and March 1968 was in
large part a spoof of the 1943 Batman
serial starring Lewis Wilson,
particularly its contrived cliff-hangers
and foghorn-voiced narration. Overlaid
on that was Adam West's deadpan
portrayal of Batman as the only man in
the world who didn't know how
ridiculous he was, the exclamatory
dialogue of Burt Ward's Robin, wholly
unnecessary but utterly insistent soundeffect title cards, and a succession of
cameos by famous faces who opened
windows on the patently horizontal
buildings the 'Dynamic Duo' were
arduously scaling.
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It was a genuinely good show, the preSchwartz Silver Age Batman comics
brought to life but deploying a comedic
approach that those publications hadn't
possessed even though it was the only
one appropriate to such wacko fare.
Youngsters, though, didn't get the joke.
Older kids thought it was a typically
clueless adults' perspective on comics
characters. Younger kids were entranced
by the colour (it was one of the first
programmes not shot in monochrome),
the deus-ex-machina gadgets Batman
pulled from his utility belt, the
undeniably cool Batmobile and the Neal
Hefti theme music (stirringly driving at
start and end, dizzily swirling during
transitions). When the show became a
ratings smash, it meant that it became by
default the only version of Batman that
the majority of the populace knew.
Schwartz and his colleagues felt obliged,
therefore, to abandon the modernisation
agenda and adopt the show's campy tone.
Schwartz's feelings must have been
mixed, to say the least, as Batman comic
sales proceeded to double.
For those who measured success by
metrics other than commerce, the
Batman series was a disaster for both
comics in general and DC in particular.
The 'Marvel Age of Comics' was only just
beginning to confer respectability on the
picture-story medium. With DC already
being made to look stale and juvenile via
Stan Lee and co.'s layered stories and
flawed heroes, the Batman show only
underlined how far behind the times DC
were perceived to be.
Eventually, after 120 episodes and a
spin-off cinema release, the ABC show
lost its popularity and was cancelled.
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Sales of DC's Batman titles plummeted
accordingly, but the silver lining was that
Schwartz was able to resume his reforms.
The TV show's unhyphenated Batgirl,
like Alfred, continued to be part of the
Batman comics universe. In all other
respects, though, the ABC Batman was
dispensed with, and not with a heavy
heart.
A quarter-century after he (officially, at
least) created the character, Bob Kane
had continued influencing Batman's
direction, if mainly via the work of his
ghost artists. Already infuriated by
Infantino becoming the first Batman
artist who didn't have to sign his work as
"Bob Kane", in 1968 Kane dropped out of
the picture after agreeing to sell his
contract to the company. Ironically, the
future belonged to a darker Batman, one
much closer to Kane's original vision
than anything consistently seen in recent
years.
That future was primarily ushered in
by two people. The first was artist Neal
Adams. "That show was a satire, and a
good one, but it wasn't really Batman,"
Adams reflects. Although Adams says
Infantino is "still is one of the classic
Batman artists," he also opines, "Carmine
… was probably not the best artist for
Batman. His work was a little bit stiff." He
notes of Schwartz, "Julie was caught
between a rock and a hard place: he was
constrained by the licensing agreement
that they had with Bob Kane and even
some work that they had with Carmine
Infantino. The same thing was not
constraining Murray Boltinoff down the
hallway."
Boltinoff was the editor of The Brave
and the Bold, a bi-monthly which had

latterly featured Batman and a different
guest hero every issue. Although he first
drew the Caped Crusader in the cheesy
Batman-Superman team-up title World's
Finest Comics, it was during his 1968/69
non-calendar year run on The Brave and
the Bold that Adams transformed
Batman. Exploiting the fact that DC
bigwigs didn't seem to much care what
occurred in this obscure byway of the
Batman universe, he commenced to both
revitalise the character and revolutionise
comic layouts. Via Adams' pencil,
Batman was more menacing than ever
before, his ears jutting stiffly skywards
and his cowl furling around him as if
animated. "I'm not really a typical
superhero artist," Adams says. "I draw
quite a bit more realistically… People
think that I drew longer ears but in fact I
drew longer ears than Carmine Infantino,
who drew very short ears. If you go back
to Jerry Robinson and Bob Kane, the ears
were actually quite long. I like the longer
ears. It's an affectation that doesn't make
any sense because somebody can grab
him by the ears. The cape is like another
character. I think of Batman as a guy who
has come to terms with his cape and that
it's like another person or a pet or a thing
that's with him all the time and it's so
fucking cool."
As for his outlandish panel-shapes,
Adams offers, "I'm as much a designer as
I am an artist." Having been
"constrained" by the rigid three or four
frames of his work on the syndicated Ben
Casey daily newspaper strip, he says,
"Now I could do this freewheeling page. I
thought, 'Why don't I just go crazy? Why
don't I design the page rather than the
panels?' … I went to Murray Boltinoff and
said I would ask that I could change panel

people here at DC Comics.' And Julie
said, 'You're drawing Batman for me.'"

The Trigan Empire’
went on to greater
success Look and Learn sold
considerably better
than Ranger and the
epic science fiction
tale was now read by
an audience of over
half a million
designs and move panels from one page
to another and, if you don't mind, I'll
set everything at night rather than in
the daytime."
A minor Batman title The Brave and
the Bold might have been, but Adams'
exquisitely noir take on the character
was not going unnoticed. Walking
down a DC corridor one day, Adams
found himself confronted by Schwartz,
who demanded, "Adams, why am I
getting all these letters saying that the
only Batman at DC Comics is in Brave
and Bold?" Adams: "I said, 'Julie, it's
not just me that knows what Batman
should be – it's every kid in the world.
The only people that don't seem to
know what Batman should be are

Schwartz had already paved the way
for change on the main Batman titles by
swapping the Batcave and Wayne
Manor for a Gotham City penthouse.
Sending Dick Grayson off to college
enabled the inconveniently non-gloomy
Robin to be hived off to back-up strips.
The real key to transformation, though,
was assigning the appropriate writer.
On The Brave and the Bold, Adams had
drawn the scripts of Bob Haney. He was
a respectable enough scribe, as was
primary Batman scripter Frank
Robbins, but said men's madcap
approaches hardly put them on the
same page as Adams about 'The
Batman' (as he was now increasingly
known). On Detective Comics, and
subsequently Batman, Adams was
teamed with Denny O'Neil. Though the
latter was a Lovecraft and Poe fan who
gravitated to gothic and eerie scenarios,
he infused them with a thoughtfulness
and grit that was the legacy of his
journalism background.

superheroes – he was interested in
writing, period. Here was an
opportunity to write a semi-serious
comic book."
For many, the dark and brooding
Batman that closed out the Sixties
reached its logical conclusion in the
Eighties via the quasi-disturbed vision
of the character proffered (as both
writer and artist) by Frank Miller. Both
Adams and O'Neil disagree with this
viewpoint. "I like Frank, I like the
work, but I think that other people had
seen that Batman is not campy," says
O'Neil. "At the core, it's a sad story and
I don't think Frank or I are alone in that
realisation."
AUTHOR:
SEAN EGAN

The new pairing's first collaboration
was in Detective Comics #395, coverdated January 1970 but on sale several
months previously. O'Neil was soon
hailed as the writer who was returning
Batman to his dark roots. "Everybody
does their own version of Batman and
none of them are wrong," O'Neil says. "I
find it hard to read the Batman of the
Fifties, but that was right for the times.
There is no wrong way to do this stuff.
There is the way that works or the way
that doesn't work." "We certainly
viewed him from a slightly more adult
point of view," says Adams. "Denny
wasn't interested really in writing
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Batman # 181 Beware of... Poison Ivy

Batman –
The Bat-Manga of Jiro Kuwata

Written by Robert Kanigher,
Pencils by Sheldon Moldoff,
Inks by Joe Giella, Letters by Gaspar Saladino.
DC Comics (USA)

By Jiro Kuwata, translated by Sheldon
Drzka, lettered by Wes Abbott
Shonen Gahosha (Japan) and, many
years later, DC Comics (USA)

Another classic villain with a classic look joins Batman's rogue's gallery with the
introduction of Pamela Isley, better known as Poison Ivy. It’s a story very much of
its time – remember, we were right in the Batmania times with the TV show – but
it’s important for so many people for what Poison Ivy would become. In the story,
Bruce and Dick are at the Gotham Art Museum for an exhibition featuring the top
three female criminals (because that’s perfectly normal, right?) - Dragon Fly, Silken
Spider and Tiger Moth. In comes Poison Ivy, wanting to get to the number one slot
– and, with a comics history that keeps going right to this very day, you've got to say
she's succeeded.
Over the years, Ivy's used her various plant powers for bad and occasionally
good, often using them to seduce men into doing just what she wants, but as the
years rolled on, she began to be written as an environmental protector. But what’s
really come to define her is how she’s just unapologetically herself, without the need
to justify herself to anyone. And, in her relationship with Harley Quinn, as partnersin-crime, true friends, and lovers, she’s become a symbol for the LGBTQ+
community, with Ivy never treating Harley as an object, never afraid to call her out
and calm her down when she was ready to go crazy.

In the middle of the Batmania spawned
by the Adam West Bat-tastic TV show, one
of the strangest Batman versions came to
life in the most unlikely of places – Japan.
Batmania had spread to Japan and, with
the full consent of DC Comics - after all,
back in 1966, the idea of DC ever getting its
comics into Japan would have been
unheard of - the publisher Shonen Gahosha
licensed the Batman rights to make their
own, rather different version of the
character.
And it was a comic far, far from anything
either in the DC Comics of the time or the
Batman TV show. This was something
harking back to the pulpy Batman of the
early days, driven by justice, facing villains
spraying bullets liberally into cops,
civilians, and the dynamic duo themselves.
It’s an action-packed Manga, as you’d
expect, with page after page of fight scenes,
a completely different reading of Batman
and Robin. The super detailed manga
artwork propels along stories almost
completely lacking in subtlety, but these
are creations of a simpler time and it's one
to just go along with and enjoy.
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Eerie
Anthology - edited by Archie Goodwin
Warren Publishing (USA)
After the witch-hunt around horror comics
in general and EC Comics in particular in the
mid to late-50s, horror made a comeback
through the 60s, with a series of new
publications deciding to go with a magazine
format and completely ignoring the new
Comics Code.
We'd already seen Warren launch Creepy
in 1964 and Eerie was introduced as a sister
publication, edited by the great Archie
Goodwin and giving us something of a who's
who in comic and fantasy artists of the era. It
actually launched properly in 1966 with issue
#2, with the first issue being a hastily put
together ashcan edition - created overnight
by editor Archie Goodwin and letterer
Gaspar Saladino because another publisher
intended to use the name.
In terms of creators, Eerie had the very
best in the business creating horror-infused
tales - Frank Frazetta, Jack Davis, Gene
Colan, Johnny Craig, Reed Crandall, Gray
Morrow, Joe Orlando, John Severin, Richard
Corben, Rich Buckler, Angelo Torres, Steve
Skeates, Wally Wood, Al Williamson, Neal
Adams, Dan Adkins, Steve Ditko, and Alex
Toth. And later in its publishing history, we
saw the artwork from many hugely talented
Spanish and Filipino artists, including
Esteban Maroto and Luis Bermejo from
Spain and Alex Nino and Alfredo Alcala from
the Philippines.
Just for the art alone, Eerie, in whatever
collected form you can get it, is well worth
checking out, just to see the best artists of
this generation draw unfettered by
censorship that beset the comics industry of
these times.

Fantastic Four #48-50 The Galactus Trilogy
Written by Stan Lee, Pencils by Jack
Kirby, Inks by Joe Sinnott, letters by
Artie Simek
Marvel Comics (USA)
In a year when so many great
storylines happened for the Fantastic
Four, this one that began with in 1965
and ended here in 1966 stands out as
one of the most epic. The Galactus
Trilogy; The Coming of Galactus, If
This Be Doomsday, and The Startling
Saga of the Silver Surfer not only
introduced two big names to the
Marvel Universe - The Silver Surfer and
Galactus – but it saw Stan and Jack
really going out there cosmic with the
idea of a space giant going planet to
planet and obliterating them for
sustenance.

It started big and just got bigger, as
the FF’s futile fight against Galactus is
turned around with the Watcher’s
intervention and Alicia Masters
convincing the Surfer that the Earth
and its people are worth saving, all
culminating in a last-ditch mission for
the Human Torch to steal the Ultimate
Nullifier and the saving of the planet.
It's three issues of absolute action,
massive scale, typically iconic and
imaginative Jack Kirby artwork and the
sort of breathless dialogue that
epitomises this era of Stan Lee's
writing.

....the idea of a space giant going
planet to planet and obliterating
them for sustenance.
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Fantastic Four #51 This Man, This Monster!

Fantastic Four #52-53 The Black Panther!

Written by Stan Lee,
Pencils by Jack Kirby,
Inks by Joe Sinnott, letters by Artie Simek
Marvel Comics (USA)

Written by Stan Lee & Jack Kirby,
Pencils by Jack Kirby, Inks by Joe Sinnott,
colours by Stan Goldberg, letters by Sam Rosen
Marvel Comics (USA)

Having just given us the Galactus
Trilogy in issues #48-50, Stan and Jack
didn't let up at all, with the very next issue
giving us something of a low-key episode –
although low-key for Stan and Jack is more
action than most comics these days deliver
in a year. What we get is a powerful and
tender tale of The Thing's powers being
stolen and him getting replaced by the
issue's villain for an important mission to
the Negative Zone. And of course, in
typical Stan Lee style, the villain's arc is
one of realisation and ultimate redemption
with a noble sacrifice. But we do get to see
Kirby go absolutely wild with his Negative
Zone artwork – that one splash page of
Reed against the incredible backdrop, so
easy to make now, but so innovative back
here.
But, for all that cosmic stuff going on in
main story, this is The Thing’s tale, Ben
Grimm’s tale, with a perfect opening
splash page, Kirby capturing all of the
power and the heartache of The Thing’s
life in an truly iconic moment there in the
rain. And it ends in heartbreak too, with
the tortuous scenes of a newly-human Ben
Grimm turning up at Alicia's apartment to
propose, only to realise he's turned back
into The Thing really piling on the anguish
and the emotion. Like I say, a relatively
low-key FF issue, but still one of the best.

And here we go again, another issue of
the FF, another truly iconic moment and
the introduction of a classic character T'Challa, The Black Panther! There are
three FF reviews here because they deserve
it – it was a stellar year for the creativity on
show from Stan and Jack and they just
couldn't stop bringing more and more
magnificent Marvel characters into the
comic!
In issue #52, the FF get an invite to
Wakanda where they meet the Black
Panther - well, the Black Panther and the
Wakandan warriors ambush the FF and
fighting ensues - it's the meet and greet way
in superhero comics after all! But T'Challa
has brought the FF to Wakanda to help him
battle Ulysses Klaw, a storyline that
continues in FF#56.
Stan and Jack were really getting into the
swing of things here, with 1966 being a year
of staggeringly good and hugely important
multi-part storylines, with multiple subplots winding their way through the
comics. But this storyline has to stand-out
for the introduction of the first black
superhero to the Marvel Universe, with
Jack Kirby pushing to get a character that
would reflect his surroundings in New
York, resulting in a true hero, a timeless
character, and one who would evoke the
spirit of the times.
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Lady Penelope
Anthology - edited by Gillian Allan
Century 21 Publications (UK)
Marketed as 'The comic for girls who love
television,' this sister publication to TV Century 21
ran for 204 weekly issues from 1966 to 1969, when
it merged with IPC's Princess. Obviously
published to take full advantage of the incredible
success of Gerry and Sylvia Anderson's
Thunderbirds series and the popularity of the Lady
Penelope strip in TV Century 21, it was, as is the
case with so many of these 'comics for girls' of the
60s and 70s were, packed with some of the very
best artists working in comics at the time.
In amongst the comic strips, you found an
eclectic mix of comics and various features. You
had pieces on TV shows and TV stars - Jimmy
Tarbuck (ask your Grandparents) featured in issue
one. There were editorials, the FAB Club fashion
pages - 'they're new, they're swinging, they're the
latest fashion!', and plenty of articles obviously
intended to interest all those girls reading the
comic - issue one had one called, 'Schooldays Italian Style.'
But it was the comics that made this a great read,
although how many young comic reading boys
missed out on it first time round because it was a
‘comic for girls’? Alongside a rather gorgeous
looking full-colour Lady Penelope strip, with a
script from Alan Fennell and art from Frank
Langford, you had other Anderson-properties
represented by The Perils of Parker and Marina,
Girl of the Sea. The rest of the comic was full of
adaptations of the most popular US TV shows of
the time, including some amazing full-colour art by
Juan González Alacreu (and later on from Ron
Embleton) on The Man From U.N.C.L.E.,
Bewitched, Beverley Hillbillies (Paul Trevillion
art). There was also Space Family Robinson (script
by Brian Wooford, art by John M. Burns), the
adaptation of the Gold Key Comics - presumably
the rights to Lost in Space were elsewhere!

Our Army At War #168 Sgt Rock: I Knew the Unknown Soldier
Written by Robert Kanigher,
Art by Joe Kubert.
DC Comics (USA)
With Sgt Rock firmly established in Our Army At War, Kanigher and
Kubert's stories pushed things far from just another war story, with the
creators often commenting on the ultimate futility of war. But here in issue
168, they took what was a real risk, adopting the idea of the Unknown
Soldier and making him flesh.
The Unknown Soldier represents all those unknown soldiers, in all wars,
who gave their lives for their country. There are many memorials and tombs
in the US where an unidentified serviceman is laid to rest, to represent all
those who fell in service to their country. So, to take the idea of the
Unknown Soldier and introduce the character into DC's war comics was a
rather radical idea, especially in 1966, just a couple of decades past WWII.
Kanigher and Kubert managed to create not just another excellent Sgt.
Rock tale, but also something that paid proper respect to the idea of the
unknown soldier. Here, it's with Rock telling his squad the tale of when he
met the Unknown Soldier, who then goes on to save Rock's life several
times in a particularly difficult battle. It's got all of that beautifully rendered
Kubert artwork, in a story that's both thrilling and yet melancholic, with
Kanigher and Kubert giving us a different sort of war story.

Kanigher and Kubert managed to create
not just another excellent Sgt. Rock
tale, but also something that paid
proper respect to the idea of the
unknown soldier
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The Smurfs - La Schtroumpfette
/ The Smurfette

SMASH!

By Peyo (Pierre Culliford)
Dupuis (Belgium)

Anthology - created by Alf Wallace
and Albert Cosser
Odhams Press (1966-1969),
IPC Magazines (1969-1971) (UK)
Debuting in 1966, SMASH! was a
classic British humour comic, featuring
many of the big names of the field. It was
masterminded by Alf Wallace and Albert
Cosser (or Alf & Cos in the comic), albeit
with many of the concepts and titles
coming from the genius that was Leo
Baxendale, who was also hard at work
pretty much single-handedly creating the
other Odhams humour title, Wham!
For five wonderful years, SMASH!
shone bright as an example of the
incredible talents of the British comic
industry. Baxendale's contributions to
early SMASH! included drawing the first
three covers and originating ideas for The
Swots and The Blots, plus writing and
drawing Bad Penny and two strips spun
out of Wham!'s Eagle-Eye - Junior Spy The Man From B.U.N.G.L.E., a perfect
Man From U.N.C.L.E. spoof and one of
Baxendale's classics, Grimly Feendish..
However, the talent on show at
SMASH! was ridiculously high even if you
ignored Baxendale’s work. You had Ken
Reid's brilliant Queen of the Seas - one of
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the highlights of the early SMASH!
Featuring two inept seamen, obviously
based on Laurel & Hardy, Captain Enoch
Drip and his one-man crew, Bertram
Bloop, and the absolute leaky heap that
was his ship, the Bouyant Queen, it was
just magnificent, with Reid's art so
incredibly detailed and vibrant.
In addition, there was Mike Lacey
taking on The Swots and the Blots - a
continuation of the classroom hi-jinx of
both The Tiddlers and Bash Street Kids,
with other notable strips included The
Nervs by Graham Allen, Percy's Pets by
Stanley McMurty, Ronnie Rich by
Gordon Hogg, Space Jinx by Brian Lewis,
The Tellybugs by Walter Thorburn and
George Parlett. And that was just the
humour strips. SMASH! also ran some
great adventure strips, including Brian's
Brain by Bert Vandeput, The Ghost Patrol
by Gerry Embleton, and would later
include The Legend Testers by Keith
Chapman and Jordi Bernet (creator of
Torpedo), and Moon Madness by Alf
Wallace and Brian Lewis.

By 1966, the Smurfs had come a long,
long way from the supporting characters
they were initially in Johan and Peewit in
1958, becoming a genuine phenomenon in
comics and merchandise worldwide.
But in 1966, the world of the Smurfs got
a shakeup with the introduction of
Smurfette to the all-male world. Created by
the series villain and evil wizard, Gargamel,
to cause friction in the Smurf village, she
turned against her creator and Papa Smurf
turned her into a real Smurf, changing her
appearance to the alluring blonde (and
blue) Smurfette we all know. Originally,
she left the village after this, after realising
she was still causing problems for all those
male Smurfs, but her success in the TV
series meant she was brought back into the
comics a lot later.
Now, obviously, the 60s was the 60s and
sexism was everywhere - including comics.
So her role as lone female in the village, the
temptress, is hardly a feminist ideal.
Indeed, there was a famous article by Kathy
Politt in the New York Times Magazine in
1991 called The Smurfette Principle
making the point that Smurfette's lot in life
is mirrored everywhere in media - the one
female amongst a cast of males. But, even
taking into account the fact it’s all from a
different time, there’s a good case to be
made that Smurfette’s story here is one that
rather deserves to be left in the past.

The Spirit

Teen Titans # 1

By Will Eisner
(inking assist by Chuck Kramer)
Harvey Comics (USA)

Written by Bob Haney, Art by Nick Cardy,
Letters by Stan Starkman
DC Comics (USA)

When Will Eisner's Spirit, the ever-disheveled
Denny Colt, finished in 1952, it wasn't really Eisner's
anymore. He'd moved to an editorial role, hiring in
artists to ghost him. And, although the series
admittedly went out on a high with the Wally Wood
art of the Outer Space Spirit stories of 1952, it could
well have been the end of not just the Spirit but
Eisner’s comic work as well. Who knows, if The
Spirit had finished then we could have lost the genius
comics artist to other projects in other fields.
Luckily, there were two projects in the 1966 that
kept Eisner making Spirit comics, a new five-page
tale for a Herald Tribune piece on the character and
new covers and two new seven-page Spirit comics
for the two-issue Harvey Comics reprint project.
Also new were two Eisner two-page featurettes from
The Spirit Lab - 'Invincible Devices' and 'The Man
from MSD'.
And they were two quite brilliant Spirit comics as
well, the first a retelling of the Spirit's origin,
followed by 'Octopus: The Life Story of the King of
Crime,' giving readers the origin of Denny Colt's
nemesis for the very first time.
After this, we had Kitchen Sink Press and Warren
Publishing spearheading a move to reprint all of
Eisner's Spirit in the 70s and 80s, followed by more
Spirit from Kitchen Sink and DC Comics. But more
than that, we had Eisner going on to make his
graphic novels, A Contract With God, Life on
Another Planet, To The Heart of the Storm and many
more, not to mention one of the definitive guides to
the medium, Comics and Sequential Art.

After first getting together in The Brave & The Bold #54 back in
1964, it took two years for the Teen Titans to get their own series,
one that would go on to run for 43 bi-monthly issues until 1973,
followed by a gap of a couple of years before starting up once more
as a monthly in 1976, which ran to 1978.
Of course, the problem this series has is that it's often compared,
poorly, to the Marv Wolfman and George Perez New Teen Titans of
the 80s. But it's well worth giving the series a go, as it's full of some
quite outstanding Nick Cardy artwork, full of that graceful style,
effortless composition, and he sure could draw women, something
that he later utilised to great effect on so many covers, especially DC
romance comic covers.

But it's well worth
giving the series a go,
as it's full of some
quite outstanding
Nick Cardy artwork...
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Myron Fass founds
Eerie Publications

Peter Cannon,
Thunderbolt appears
in Charlton Comics

First issue of Lady
Penelope is issued

First silv
e
appearan r age
ce of the
Spectre
appears

First appearance by the
Silver Surfer & Galactus

Mary Jane Watson appears
in Amazing Spider-Man
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1966

interesting facts
about the comics and
characters of 1966

Final episode of the Superman
comic strip is published

Black Panther
introduced in
Fantastic Four

Ranger
merge s w ith
L o ok and
Learn

Peppermint Patty
appears in Peanuts

Barry Allen marries
Iris West
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